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EDITORIAL

Vol. 2 No. 7

The Labour Movement

The current confusion and
movement

instability of the labour

in Southern Africa has its bases in the colonial

history of this sub-region. Colonialism reduced the African
people into a mere labour commodity, effectively
undermined the capacity of Africans to compete with
whites in any sector of economic and political activity,
neither in the agricultural sector where the peasantry were
now overtaken by the development of the white rural
bourgeoisie; nor in the produce and labour markets
wherein the emergence of a black bourgeoisie was
effectively stunted by the rapid development of a white
bourgeoisie; nor in the skilled labour markets wherein
white workers reigned supreme over the black worlccrs.
The nature and impact of the development of white
settler colonialism pre-empted the development of an
African bourgeoisie of any significance, determined that
even the African petit bourgeoisie would consist mainly of
the educated elements, caused the development of a
disorganised and incoherent African wage earning class,
and enhanced the most serious impoverishment of the
peasantry. In time, the rapid impoverisation of the African
(labour) Reserves - and indeed of the peasantry as a whole
would determine that more and more peasants would
have to work for money to supplement their dire existence.
Likewise, there would be the other requirements of the new
society of capital and labour: clothing, shelter, the basic
needs of the labourer, education, health, etc. All these and
other requirements sapped the limited financial resources
of the new wage earner but rendered him even more
dependent upon the wage. Accordingly, the rate of African
participation in the labour market continued to rise.
This indicates the general pattern even though such
developments will have been more pronounced in the case
of South Africa. But furthermore, it also emphasizes the
dominant and central role of the African people in the
entire production process and in the economy as a whole.
The question, then, is why such a massive force of working
people have constituted no more than just a threat in a
world in which their labour power is essentially
indispensable. This is a question which our main feature
-

article tries to address and

one

which

political

power ad hoc and
has been no working class

uncoordinated. In short, there
revolution of the kind that is
expected of such a major force in our society. For, the
working class can hardly be described as having been the
motive force of the struggle for national independence in
such countries

as

Zimbabwe. Yes, the urban workers were

of the struggle. But the main force was the
peasants led by a section of the petit bourgeoisie.
To answer the question, then, there are a few points to
consider. First, the general and endemic insecurity of the
black wage earner, not only in the colonial era but even
today. This arises out of the increasing dependence upon
an inadequate wage at the same time as the rural base is fast
becoming more impoverished. The second factor arises
from this latter point, namely the extent to which the black
wage earner has, historically, always had to supplement his
meagre wage with whatever he could eke out of the
communal areas. As one writer put it, the communal areas
thus acted as a traditional pension scheme for the old, the
infirm, the jobless and the retired.
part and parcel

Yet these

are

the factors which

cause us to

describe these

people

as wage earners and not proletariat. For the latter
term describes those who are not only completely
upon the wage but who also, therefore, have the
potential to fully realise their role as the backbone of the
economy and to develop the consciousness and power to
act against their exploiting capitalist class. In other words,
the wage earners have not even begun developing from a
class in itself to a class for itself.
But this low level of consciousness also gives rise to other
features of false consciousness among the wage earners.
For example, regional and tribal tendencies, factionalism

dependent

and ad hoc and uncoordinated action: and

even

such

manifestations of the

petit bourgeois and capitalist ideology
prevalent and dominant in our society. In short,
does this not describe the condition of such an organisation
as the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions? •
that is

so

must preoccupy

scholars and activists in this field.
It is true that the

history of the working people of

Southern Africa is one of struggle. Yet, in overall effect, this
consciousness has been limited and the expression of
2
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Il is

major contcnlion lhal ihc
only assume ils
proper role in soeiety if it eonseiously
struggles to comprehend political eon-
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labour

The Labour Movement and Class

dilions and the consequences of particular economic policies on the basis

Struggles
Johannes

of

The labour situation in Southern

by

an uneasy

between government

(and thus
Party), employer and employee which

truce

which

informed

tactics

and

strategies can be based vis-a-vis lobbying with employers, government and
fellow employee mobilisation.

Mwandemanga

Africa is characterised

a

movement can

hand in
policy matters but, having a clear
mandate from mass nationalist parlies
populist
representing

governments have the upper

One of the clearest demonstrations
I

of the relative weakness of the labour
vis-a-vis governments

and
inconspicuous
input it has made into the formation of
government policies and the uninmovement

business has been the

formed

nature

of

its

reactions

to

decreed government

policies since independence - the Zambian movement
maybe an exception. However, for
progressive transformation the longterm

interests of labour have

to

be the

basis of the delinition of future nation-

al

interests. Thus

we

arrive

the

at

dilemma lhal governments,

in pursuing policies in the interests of ils larger
present clientele, may inevitably compromise the present and long-term in-

terests

of labour. But, as labour at-

tempts to assert its interests, these
may seem loo parochial and provincial
since in the short-term it
seen

to

represent

issues

be

national interests.

The above dilemma is
mountable

cannot

not

insur-

if fundamental economic

properly idcnlincd and
squarely debated as to their policy implications for different clientele, and
classes, and for the short and longterm attainment of national goals.
Worker and

is sustained

by

nationalistic euphoria

Capital

their countries and thus

heterogeneous class interests, they
cannot help but be paternalistic to the
other two parlies: the employers and
employees. But W'hile governments sec
the private sector as necessary but
problematic all indications have been
that they listen carefully to lobbying of
this sector which is well established,
well organised and treated with kid
gloves. It is also quite clear that the

economic

labour

a

and determination
on

the basis of

transitional

to

some

move

kind

forward

of.tripartite

reconciliation.

Thus

all

three

the

parties
(government,
employer and employee) share and
proclaim a similar zeal in the need to
harmonise
relations

labour
and

pie

the

to

and management
need to develop

enlarge the
everyone’s benefit.

The

incipient instability of the curlies partly in the uneven
political power among the three
groups and partly in the contradictory
rent

truce

economic interests of the groups
their subgroups. By definition
SAPEM APRIL, 1989

and
the

movements are

ties in the triad.

the weaker par-

Historically, and

up to

the present they have been weak and
in disarray in spile of the paternalistic

proddings of
the

some governments

movements to

shape

up.

for

are

Despite the obvious inluitivenc.ss of.
stipulation it is imperative
that wc highlight the origin of many of
the problems associated with labour
and in particular that of cla.ss struggle.
the above

Southern Africa’s colonial

history is
perfect illustration of the manner in
which the subjective and objective
a

conditions of labour have been dis-

rupted. Essentially, such a disruption
implies the evolution of relations of
domination and subjugation and the
maintenance of such relations by
threat, submission and legitimization
systems to ensure the perpetuation of
the existing unequal social relations.
In Southern Africa the colonial social

formation evolved

on

the basis of the
3

creation of the

partial

complete

or

workers’

organisations, which

arc

like-

legal features of exploitation indelibly

commoditisation of labour power as a

ly to view matters primarily from their

defined

input facilitating
capitalist accumulation. Thus: indigenous labour power was practically
disposed of any means of production

implications for individual organisa-

heriled

cheap

resource

in the form of

land; the freedom to

dispose of one’s labour power was
severely restricted both in terms of
horizontal and vertical mobility; the
labour power was divested of the act
of conceptualising the labour process
and relegated to merely executing the
commands of those with the monopoly
of means of production; the fruits of
the collective labour of the

formation

social

maldistributed

was

favour of the

new

in

lords of

capital and
monopolistically guarded labour skills.
The

new

above

developments were
policies,
labour policies, agricultural policies,
educational policies and cultural
policies, all of which were designed to
ensure
the reproduction of cheap
labour. It is important, however, to
stress that the presence of cheap indigenous labour necessarily mean that
this labour had been structurally
weakened in its ability to ameliorate
manifested in various land

tions.

conflict

Thus

movement

between

the

sections of the labour

government and

is inevitable unless there is

adequate clarification of the mutuality
of goals both in the short-term and the
long-term.
Coercive Structural Environment

colonial

the

socio-economic

formation in Southern Africa
deformed if

not

a

was

a

bastardised off-

spring of the apartheid South African
formation is beyond any doubt. Like
its more robust southern partner it
was

a

socio-economic formation

na-

tionally organised to guarantee the
availability of cheap indigenous labour
to the burgeoning capitalist sector. In
general the state, as custodian of
dominant
interests, attempted to
maintain an appropriate balance between three types of cheap labour
availability.
The first kind

represented by
migrant
labour
consisting
of
proletariat that circulated between the
capitalist sector and the subsistence
was

sector.

classes.

generally preferred by mining companics and large commercial farms in
the early decades of the colonial
period. The second kind consisted of
squatter labour in which not only the

labour

coerced

was

labour, and this coercion

was

articu-

lated in two forms. First, all the above
mentioned macro-economic policies

coercively

ensured the continued
cheapness of labour
power. Second, at the point of
production a corresponding set of

weakness

and

micro-economic coercive
were evolved in the form of

relations
a

control-

This

male head of

kind

of

labour

was

household but the

a

women

and children

able

as

cheap labour. This paternalis-

tic

and

labour

were

semi-feudal

was

also avail-

utilisation

of

characteristic of the less

led hierarchical and dictatorial work

rationalised commercial farms. Then

place. Thus the major economic issues
facing the labour movement which
characteristically define the contours

finally,

of the Southern African economic
vironment

en-

legacy of colonialism
be grouped under macroare a

and may
economic and micro-economic issues.

Macro-economic issues pose a

unithe labour movement
of transition from
colonial capitalism to neo-colonial
capitalism. The governments even if
they may not always do so, are necessarily better placed to appreciate
economic matters in their general and
que problem for
in the period

national

4

contexts

than

individual

economic

relations

in the latter decades of
development, the growing
manufacturing and industrial centres
in urban areas preferred a semi-percolonial

manent

workforce.

Since each form of labour
a

crucial need for

some

provided

essential frac-

lion of the

capitalist class a myriad entanglement of structural, legal and
spatial arrangements were made to
ensure the subjugation and
^xploitation of indigenous labour. This whole
structure was capped further by legal
and structural arrangements

designed
to protect the interests of the while
working class. These structural and

in-

Southern Africa.
The fact is that as long as the struclural features that sustain these three

forms

of

labour

(i.e. temporary
migrant labour, squatter labour and
semi-pcrmancnl) continue to operate,
then the workers cannot be truly
liberated and the labour

That

its condition vis-a-vis the dominant
This

the

by the independent stales of

movement

be

expected to continue to remain
inconsequential. The fundamental issues raised by this heritage are as follows. First, there is the question of
how the planning process and its articulation of agrarian, industrial and
manpower strategics can be used to
consciously eliminate the structures of
oppression and exploitation. Second,
there is the question of what form of
labour utilisation ought to be encouraged or newly developed in line
with the longrun goals; and, as a corollary, how to ensure that accommodation to present utilisation of labour
remains only a short-term lactic and
does not solidify into a permanent arrangcmenl. Current policies are of an
ad hoc and hodge podge nature that
amalgamate mutually contradictory
strategies and tactics likely to pose
enormous problems in the future.
can

Legacy of Discrimination
Two forms of discrimination

were

particularly rampant. First, there

was
the coercive structural discrimination
in favour of

indigenous African labour
by virtue of its having been
dominated and of its having lower
standard
of living
it could be
employed as cheap labour. This form
of discrimination we may label as
piiniaiy discriniination since it was the
basic accumulation by the dominant
class, the capitalist class. Second,
there was the occupational and wage
discrimination motivated by the desire
of the w'hite working class to protect
its monopoly over higher level occupations and incomes by the incipient
rising African elite. This apartheidtype discrimination we shall refer to as
since

secondan' discriniination. It should be

noted that w'hile these tw'o forms of
discrimination

were

sustained

by

similar material and racialist motiva-

tions

they

w'ere not

always in accord

SAPEM APRIL, 1989

among and between
and white capitalists.

white workers

Secondary discrimination, however,
artificially formalised

resulted in two

inequalities. First, there was the inequality based on occupational barriers
whereby Africans were relegated to
unskilled and semi-skilled jobs and
were barred from skilled and professional technical jobs which were the
monopoly of whites. This occupational
discrimination also resulted in gross
income inequalities between Africans

disappear

even when all occupational
and wage discrimination is eliminated
within the current economic context.

tional systems

The

extent

under the rationale of
maintaining or raising standards,
especially in Zimbabwe and to a lesser

problem is that the income disparities between i 'ohei and lower
level occupations, alt he ugh a legacy of
the monopolistic behaviour of white
workers and employees are structural,
and are independent of whether the
higher occupation are dominated by
whites
even

or

Africans. This

means

that

after discrimination is eliminated

the income gap

between higher level

in Zambia and Malawi.

There is

need therefore for the

a

labour movement to

critically assess
existing wage and
salary structure. The issue is that historically the level of wages at the top
has been artificially or monopolistically too high and that at the bottom has been artificially and coercively too low. Market forces have had litthe

nature

of the

and whites. Second, there was wage
discrimination whereby Africans and

whites

doing similar jobs
salaries.

were

paid

different wages or

The formal character of the occupa-

tional and wage discrimination has
been eliminated since independence,
but the

practical

remain. Africans

consequences still
still dispropor-

are

tionately represented in lower level
occupations, and the income gap between Africans and Europeans while
narrowing is still glaringly apparent. It
should be emphasized that given an
initial occupational and income inequality and given the continued operation of the coercive structural environ-

that guarantees primary discrimination, the market system left on
its own will continue to reproduce the
ment

above

inequalities even in the absence
regulations or conventions.

of formal

Fortunately,

acutely
have

some

aware

enacted

governments are

of this dilemma and
policy measures to

Rural

women

prepare to start

work

ameliorate the situation. The propor-

Africans and lower level Africans will

tie

tion of Africans in

still

Thus, while the need to pay Africans

should be

large as that currently between whites and Africans. This
is to say that the elimination of dis-

have

crimination within the

socio-economic

and incomes

higher occupations
is increasing. However, it

noted that governments
refrained
from
deploying,

at

least be

as

current

occupa-

to

do with wage

determination.

replacing Whites equivalent salaries is
morally appealing, the implications for
differentiation

and

beyond the civil service, what is potentially the most effective instrument for
reversing the legacy of discrimination.
This would be a mandatory policy of
affirmative action whereby employers
would be required by law to dis-

tion and wage structure will
a socio-economic form of

criminate

levels may
coercive structural system that conferred
and
perpetuated
white

policies arises because of society’s
desire
to
strike
an
appropriate

monopoly

balance between the

in

favour

of

.

African

employees who meet the minimal
qualifications for any job vacancy.
Such a policy coupled with a phased
quota
system
would effectively
eliminate the legacy of discrimination.
There

is, however, a more funproblem that the legacy of
discrimination poses and that does not
damental
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substitute

inequality
racial inequality

among Africans for a
between whites and Africans. Further,
it may not be surprising to find that

this leads

the

new

Africans.

power continue in favour of
socio-economic class of

This
IS
already
demonstrated, for instance, by the
coalition of upper level Africans and
whites in defence of privileged educa¬

us

are

to

another

Incomes, Wages and Prices

Africans in the

higher socio-economic
actually wish to see the

efficiency

quite negative and
major post-independence issue, that of incomes and
price policies.
cost

The

cy

for income

need

and

price

goals of efficienand equity. Unfortunately, again in

this

area even

dependence

after

two

decades of in-

appropriate formula
has yet to be sought for, let alone
found, inspite of the recognition of the
an

5

inequitable and distorted wage and
salary structure discussed above. The
Governments

have, however, not been

lax in

promulgating various income
price policies, but this has been

and

done in

an

ad hoc

of changing

manner on

the basis

economic and political

ex-

igencies.
It should be noted that the artificial

manipulation of wages, salaries and
prices is nothing new in the region. It
is as old as capitalism itself. There is,
however, a striking difference between
the kind of manipulation that was undertaken in previous colonial regimes
and that currently being undertaken
Pre-indeafter
independence.
pendence colonial regimes saw the
wage structure, the price structure, the
production stnicture and the racialist
social structure as interdependent. In
particular they were quite clear in that
they saw their social structure as
something immutable and as something to be defended, but they were
also

aware

that the continued exist-

of their

preferred social structure in the final instance depended on
its material base, the production
structure. Thus wages and prices were
manipulated in co-ordinated fashion
to ensure the resilience of the producence

tion structure and thus that of the
cial

The

manipulation
being ad hoc.

structure.

far from

was

have determined income and

price policies aimlessly or perfunctorily as political need dictated. The Zimbabwe government, for example, has
attempted to explicate a philosophical
and economic basis for income and

price policy projecting the "need for
an equitable system of employment,
conditions of service and

remunera-

tion consistent with

egalitarian

free

society...".
The income and

price policies and
strategies which the Zimbabwe
government has attempted to implement

in various forms

are

based

on

welfare and social democratic precepts
that take the

capitalist nature of the
existing system as given. The problem
then is that redistributive policies are
being imposed on a socio-economic
6

Under such circumstances not

only
equality or egalitarianism have to
be achieved at somebody’s expense
(the working people) but, no matter
does

what other

causes

of economic stagna-

ship the cult of employment fetishism
whereby employment is valued for its
own sake regardless of whether it is
productive or unproductive. Governments in pursuit of populist and narrow
short-term gains
have also
responded to this challenge.

tion there may be, such
will necessarily further

redistribution
strangle the
economy - this is the dilemma of social democracy and welfarism. In a
static economy it is at best a zero-sum
game
where someone’s gain is

The legacy of colonialism has bequeathed the economies of the region
with some glaring examples of unproductive labour whose status has
not been challenged:
unproductive

someone’s loss and at worst it may

workers,

degenerate into a losing game for both
‘gainers’ and ‘losers’ as the economic
pie shrinks, and this is the present
dilemma of current income and

price
policies. Interestingly, the Zimbabwe
government, although welfarist in
practice, has explicitly avowed itself to
transforming the economy toward
scientific socialism, a goal that is way
past social democracy. The government, however, has not critically
pondered the question whether current social democratic welfare policies
facilitate

or

socialism,

constrain the transition
or

whether

the

to

current

policies merely skin the society deeper
into

a

socio-economic malaise it may

be difficult.to recover from.
The crucial criterion

whether

or not a

comes

to

short-term wage

price structure is

wrong and quite misleading to suggest
that the post-independence govern-

a

perpetuated by inequality.

so-

However, it would be altogether

ments

system that has been nourished and

and facilitative of

commensurate

long

run

be

and
with

develop-

goals. The

wage and price structure is thus the instrument used to exment

sacrifices from the present in
order to transform the present society
into a society that has greater benefits
tract

on

the basis of enhanced accumula-

tion in the future. And it is the

manner

of

achieving this that should be on the
agenda of income and price policies
from the point of view of government
and labour movement. The major task
to be tackled by the labour movement
and governments then is how best to
rationalise the utilization of labour in
order

to

maximise investible

for future

surpluses
growth and development.

Politics of Labour Utilisation

This problem raises the question of
employment, under-employment and
unemployment. There is a tendency
within the labour movement to

wor¬

labour

includes

domestic

service

and ideological classes
(politicians, civil servants, soldiers,
priests, etc.) These groups are consumers of surplus and the society has
to weigh the social desirability of their
employment
against the future
economic benefits of redeploying
much of this labour into productive
pursuits and thereby enlarging the
pool of investible surpluses.

Another group of semi-unproduclabour refers to what may be

tive

termed

disguised unemployment.
gainfully and
productively employed but not to its
possible optimal position.
as

This is labour which is

Technology and Education

Progressive working class struggle
requires that the labour movement
takes the lead in defining positions for
optimal labour utilization. Alongside
issues of labour utilisation

are

fun-

damental

questions of technology and
education policies. There is a pernicious tendency in the SADCC region,
which
has
no
indigenous and
autonomous

base for research and

development, to view new and imported technologies as inevitable and
an absolute necessity of the development process regardless of the social
costs such technologies entail. The uncritical

importation of technologies
important implications for the
working class. First, introduction of
new
technologies means the marginalisation of indigenous technology
development and therefore high level
skill formation, because the region will
have to rely increasingly on technology
conceptualisation
from
abroad.
Second, while efficiency may increase,
the
greater portion of the working
class will become widely alienated and
has two
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exploitable while net surplus outflows
continue unabated. Increasingly therefore, the working class becomes
peripherised. Not only would this
strengthen the political position of the
transnational corporations
in the
region but any meaningful possibilities
for auto-dynamic development for the
region is also being progressively
blocked. So far the problem of technology policies has not appeared high
on the agenda of the labour movement
in the region.
Moreover, there is generally
tive

correlation

and skills

hand and

between

a

posi-

education

development on the one
increased productivity and

accelerated

accumulation

economy on
interrelation

in

an

the other; This positive
depends, to a large

the content of education
being offered and its utilisation within
society. Unfortunately, there is an obvious and apparent disjuncture between the input and end-use of education in a great many countries in
measure, on

Southern Africa. There is

a

marked

trend to

worship education credenthem for job screening
without regard to their impact on
productivity
and
development.
tials and

use

Governments and the labour
ment have been

caught in this cobweb

well. While governments control
and determine the supply of manas

power through education, they do not
exercise an equal amount of power
over

job creation. Granted that little

has been done to restructure the
the

and labour movement

are

in unison in

pushing for expansion of the educational system at all levels. In a situation where job availability and the
demand for labour is unplanned, but
left

to

the fortunes of international

commodity markets and the weather,
the
unprecedented expansion of
education only reinforces "education

"working class cannibalism".
In
the

light of these observations and
widely known facts that the labour

movement

in

Southern

Africa

has

generally tended to profess clientalist
unionism and corporate paternalism
the question to pose, as we approach
May Day, 1989, is this: Is our "total
faith in the working people" still valid
or merely "utopian
posturing" when
labour day celebrations and regional
working organisations are stagedmanaged by metropolitan labour
movements and paternalistic regimes
are bent on
keeping the working cla.ss
organisationally retarded and feeble?
Evidently peasant militancy and petit
bourgeoisie radicalism of the immediate post-independence period
has declined. Or does the

new

social

conjecture therefore require more
than the paternalism of governments
and economism of the labour

move-

ment?

movement ap¬

many parts of the countries t)l the
dcrdeveloped world will remain

The Plantation Workers

the farms where

history of plantation workers all
the

world

has

been

one

of

deprivation and oppression. For those
who have chosen the path of championing the rights of the underprivileged farm workers, their history
is dotted with evidence of political vietimisation.
sentatives

enough
cause.

The

have

workers’
not

found

repre-

good

reason in this to abandon their
We find solace in the strides

made

(though slow) in the industry
The ultimate goal of
the rural workers’ organisations is to
bring about social ghange and build a
society where equality, justice and
freedom shall prevail.
since trapuldal.

With

May Day (Workers Day)
corner every member of
the working class finds a share of
his/her time apportioned to the planning of what happens on that day.
However, the plantation workers in

%

1

around the
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unon

they arc employed
not because they do not value the occasion, but basically because of the
poor public transport arrangements

Kathini Maloba
The

con-

of education in many

countries,
colonially designed curricula in
the critical subjects are still operational, a large flow of unemployable
graduates are dumped onto the labour
market each year. Yet the government
tent

fetishism". The labour

over

move-

pears to be the uncritical partaker and
the silent observer, thereby projecting

/

Plantation workers in Bindura, Zimbabwe
7

and information machinery in the
plantations in particular and rural
areas in general.

f

other African countries

and indeed the rest of the under-

developed world, agriculture is the
industry
employs 26% of the total labour force
backbone of Zimbabwe. The

and contributes 18% of the gross national product of the country. Al-

though the workers are responsible
the production of favourable
foreign currency earnings, they continue being subjected to unsafe and
unhealthy working and living condifor

tions. For
workforce

instance,
are

This

terms.

52%

of the

non-permanent
that they are not

on

means

variable

expenses, exploits the
by evading the law.

entitled to any

benefits such as annual
leave, maternity protection, upward

mobility, housing, gratuity, and so on.
majority of the non-permanent
workers are women and they work as
The

seasonal workers.

Unfortunately, this practice has
throughout the country
and the trade union is calling for a halt
seasonal

to

work.

In

a

recent

workshop the GAPWUZ members
recommended that "all workers work-

ing for more than three months should
be put on a permanent employment
category with full benefits accorded
permanent labour" and that workers
employed for less then three months
should be given written contracts
specifying terms of employment, ineluding wages, leave/sick leave, maternity leave and hours of work.
Piece work is another

area

of

con-

for those involved in

implementing fair labour standards. Piece and
cern

task work in
courages

more cases

than not

child labour. It is

no

en-

wonder

therefore that child labour is rampant
in the agricultural sector. The planta-

Legal Loophole

child labour.

question today is how does the

industry convince the public and more
so the public authorities to employ
seasonal workers for permanent work?
It has been noticed by the General
Agriculture and Plantation Workers’
Union of Zimbabwe that the

majority

of the so-called seasonal workers

in

are

fact

employed throughout the
twelve months of the year and for
many years. Some employers violate
the law by tricking workers into signing new contract forms every eight
months. The Statutory Instrument Np.
300 of 1983 (CAP 267 of the Laws of
Zimbabwe) stipulates that "if a
seasonal worker is employed for more
than eight consecutive months in any
period of twelve months, he shall be
regarded as a permanent worker from
the time when the eight months are
exceeded." Given the position of the
farm workers
that of being ignorant
and overworked due to long working
-

hours

-

such information has definite-

ly not reached the majority of them.
unscrupulous employer on the
other hand, in pursuing his very basic
principle of entrepreneurship, that of
maximising the profit by minimising

The

8

Parathion

Health Hazards

and

DDT

have

been

banned in their countries of

origin and
they form part of the "dirty dozen".
However, workers have no legal right
to refuse handling them. Their use on
the farms poses a continuous threat to
the health of the workers, more so
when workers

are not

only kept unin-

formed of these hazardous effects but
mix the chemicals with bare hands: the

majority of whom are men. However,
given the traditional division of
labour, the chemicals end up affecting
women

and children. Cases of miscar-

riages have been reported by wives of
plantation workers who are involved
in spraying.

tion workers in Zimbabwe have called
for the abolition of both task work and

The

tually all foods and living things, its
chronic toxicity increased by accumulation in body fats at each
level of the food chain. Uncontrolled world-wide use of DDT has
helped to breed pesticide resistant
mosquitoes causing a dramatic
resurgence in malaria.

been observed

Working Conditions
As in many

the

worker

In certain

cases

one

finds workers

covering their mouths with pieces of
dirty cloth while spraying the fields.
Anybody buying chemicals is given information in relation

The

Factory and Works Act of Zimbabwe does not cover the agricultural
workers and this leaves them without

legal guidelines in relation to occupational health and safety. The Hazardous

Substances

and

Articles

tion received from grassroots sources
discloses a total violation of such laws.

Workers have often

complained to
protective clothing is
provided, although hazardous

the union that

chemicals like Parathion, DDT and
others are being used. According to
the Pesticide Action Network, com-

monly known

as

Parathion is

and antidote.

Unfortunately, in more
information is not
passed to the workers who do the actual work of applying the chemicals.
cases

Act

(Cap 322) stipulates the wearing of
protective clothing when spraying hazardous agrochemicals, but informa-

never

to use, side effects, appropriate protective clothing

PAN International:

responsible for fidly
half of the pesticide poisoning in
the world today. So acutely toxic
that a teaspoonful spilled on the
skin can be fatal, though such an
extremely hazardous organophosphate is widely used instead of the
more environmentally persistent organochloride. DDT is said to have
a devastating effect on wildlife and
is extremely persistent in the environment. DDT is present in vir¬

than not, such

Proving occupational disease has
a difficult exercise for lawyers

been

and doctors all

over

the world. Much

appreciate that farmers
profits in order to continue (given the economic structure of
the country), they must appreciate
that they are under a moral and legal
obligation to provide a safe and healthy working environment.
as

we

have

to

can

make

Whereas

trade

unions

oc-

may

casionally hold educational seminars
on the issue of health and safety at the
workplace, the employer is obliged to
educate his workers

on

the "safe use"

of

agrochemicals which, unfortunately, does not seem to be happening.
Housing Conditions

Housing, water and sanitation syson
the plantation are still
deplorable, exposing workers to very
unhealthy conditions. Over 80% of the
terns

farm workers build their

own

huts
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(mud and pole)

concentrated small
Although housing
is a fundamental right, it is treated as
a privilege on the farms. Thus the
workers become squatters in the
homes they have built once they lose
their jobs. Whereas some of the
on

the farms.

areas on

workers have communal homes to fall
back on,
are from
as

such

side the

the majority of the workers
neighbouring countries and
have no kin-relationship outfarm, although they may have

lived in the

tions and

farming
even

Zimbabwe.
are worst

areas

for

genera-

become citizens of

Such

hit

"migrant" workers
by the lack of security of

Facilities

like

schools,

babwe. The social amenities

health

youth and cultural activities,
political and training centres are nonexistent and where they do exist they
are
inadequate. These could be
centres,

developed by the farm workers’
munities

as

it will be in their

terests to

improve their lot.

can

Workers’

during the UDI
regime prohibited the workers in this
industry from organising into any form
of trade union. The General Agriculture

(GAPWUZ) was formed
During these first
few years of its life the union has been
going through teething problems.
With the help of the International
Federation of Plantation, Agricultural
and Allied Workers, a massive educational programme for all members was
started at its inception and a special
programme for women members was
started in 1986 The programme has
nearly six

the media deters workers

from
cal

and Plantation Workers Union of

Zimbabwe

for beerhalls and children lack

to

Organisation

The laws of the land

comin-

own

space to play because of the ill-sited
residential areas for workers. Lack of
access

a

tripartite arrangement.

At the present moment recreational
facilities do not exist on the farms ex-

cept

problem

be solved with contribution from

participation in the social, politiand cultural development of the

trained

a

years ago.

total of ,400 members and

ZCTU has also trained
ber

of members

a

good

num-

of GAPWUZ

in

regular educational seminars. The
union has also held
-Tfv

.

cial seminars

-

such seminar
in Harare

issues in

to

on

a

number of spe-

selected

topics. One

held in March, 1988,
discuss health and safety
was

large-scale farming

areas.

The

union, now concerned with seteffective administrative and
organisational systems has the task of

ting

up

representing the farm workers at national level and solving their problems
on the ground. It is hoped that GAPWUZ will carry on the work of
defending the exploited masses in
farm

Ploughing the land
residence

and

housing. The shorthousing, water and
sanitation problems lies in the consolidated farm worker villages or the
common border villages, while the
long-term solution lies with agrarian
term

solution to

reform.

those

in

control

as
of the

tools for
means

production to both produce and
reproduce labour for the future.
The establishment of

der

common

bor-

villages will call for a vote in the
public authorities which does not

exist at the

labour
The lack of

security of home ownership kills the initiative of the farm
workers. They find it difficult to make
any kind of investment. The planning
and construction of social structures
could be done

by workers with tittle
assistance from employers and public
authorities, once the fear of losing
homes has been dealt with.
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moment

because the farm

community lives

on

privately

owned land.
With

an

force of 180 000

a

non-permanent

living on the farms,
plus family members at an average of
seven persons per family, means over
2,4 million people. We are talking
about 25% of the population of Zim-

declared

in

their

'

for some of the
exploited workers in Zimbabwe and will continue carrying
on the stmggle with the poor and
the oppressed into the fields, GAPWUZ
will
continue
to
face
most

atrocities and harsh conditions in
the sector and wilt not draw back

from
caused

existing permanent labour

force of 168 000 and

as

GAPWUZ stands

of

local
On Social Conditions

sapem/4/89'3

They remain

country.

labour

March, 1988, workshop;

on

the

exposing the injustices
by private landownership
large-scale fanns in Zim-

babwe.

In order to deal

effectively with the
exploitative conditions facing farm
labourers, a spirit such as the one expressed by GAPWUZ in their above
statement is just what we need. •
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INSIDE SOUTH AFRICA
Trade Union

Struggles

Alie Fataar
This article

first appeared in ‘The

EducationalJoumaT, March 1989, Vol.
LIX, No. 2.
For

generations the South
African economy has been sustained
by cheap labour recruited from the
many

labour

locations/reserves
called
‘homelands’ or ‘Bantustans’ and contract labour for the mines from sur-

rounding territories. Trade unionism
for
these
poorest-paid workers
producing the richest surplus value
and profits for imperialism was disallowed and illegal. Their wives in the
reserves

have had to eke out

for

ence

the

family

on

an

exist-

the most

eroded, least fertile soil under almost
urban

over-crowded conditions be-

ment did

sciousness
from

in fact determine the conof the migrant workers

the

materialist

rural
terms:

areas.

their

In

plain

existence

determined their consciousness; and
so was

inevitably born the proletariat

see so much in evidence in the
South African labour struggles today
and foremost amongst these we find
the National Union of Mineworkers
we

(NUM).
working class, proletarian consciousness, which is irreversible, is at

and

other taxes

on

Over and above these

as

part of the politically oppressed in
various community and national

their livestock.

the moment is

order

raised in the EEC for similar action.

to

Alie Fataar

process

movements

spelled out in so many words that the
"green pastures" of white urban life

democratic

uneducated.
But

Verwoerd, the allegedly notable
psychologist, had miscalculated the
basis of his idealistic philosophy, for
the urbanised working class environ¬
10

peace many

directly affect about 14 000
have already made such
agreements. The same issue is being

proletarian consciousness but remain
docile, uncomplaining serfs. The Ver-

only the hands and body muscles of
the African people for twentieth century labour but to keep their minds

keep industrial

workers

herrenvolk entrenched these
conditions in the belief that the
workers would never develop a

be for "Natives". The
herrenvolk’s intentions were to train

to

biggest fight at
against the anti-union

which

The

never

eleven

companies are departing from the
LRA provisions by agreeing not to
make use of certain provisions of the

locations.

would

the

Pepsi Cola, Kellogs, the German
BMW, Volkswagen and Mercedes

tually return riddled with miners’
phthisis, fit only to die in their barren

education

and

are restrictive and antiunion. Multinational companies like

wages of their mine-working menfolk.
The able bodied men, smoked out of
the reserves by these poll taxes, even-

Bantu

COSATU

Act which

hardships, the

wives in effect subsidize the poverty

woerd

of

legislation of the herrenvolk’s Labour
Relations Act which seeks to nullify
many of the gains made by the unions
during the 1970s and 1980s. But in

in trade unions and federations but

reser-

mit

tions, living wages, training that
benefits the workers, proper housing,

13%

the families pay hut taxes, dipping

trade union
unity, the latest being the March SumNACTU unions. Their

family life, social amenities, pension/provident fund schemes and the
right to organise not only as workers

ves,

disputes:
boycott and non-collaboration took on
a new
meaning on these occasions.

the base of the fundamental demands
for decent living and working condi-

87% of the
African people, are

limitation in these rural labour

and firms involved in the

There is also greater

This

cause

population, the
segregated into
of the land. Apart from a stock

have taken place and many gains obtained, often with whole communities
assisting by boycotting the products

fighting
rights. This

new aware-

coupled with the industrial needs
of capitalism/imperialism in South
Africa, has forced certain concessions
which the working class have wrung
out of the system of wage exploitation
and political oppression. These are
qualitative changes which cannot be
ignored, since today’s trade unionism
and working class struggles differ in
many respects from the struggles of
ness,

the 1940s and 60s. Numerous strikes

These agreements include: the right
strike legally without fear of dis-

missal; peaceful picketing on company
premises; full pay for union workers
held in detention; private arbitration
rather

than

the

LRA’s

industrial

court; and no relocation of plants to
‘homelands’ to avoid dealing with
unions. After the COSATU-NACTU
Summit there will be a stepping-up of
the

by-passing of the Act. In fact, the

Union Federations have drafted their
own LRA which is intended to
replace
certain

objectionable provisions of the

government’s LRA.
One of the

worst

features of the her-

renvolk Act is the
company

from

a

can

provision whereby a
claim compensation

union for

a

strike which has
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caused loss of income for the firm.
One such

Allied

case

involves the Food and

Workers

strikes in 1988. If the company sueceeds it may claim not only cash but
also property
FAWU

The

•

No

Union

(FAWU)
which is being sued by Consolidated
Dairy Co-operatives for R450 000 in
strike damages caused by "illegal"

The

•

belonging to the Union.
would be completely

•

•

demanded:

dismissals

without

•

That unions avoid

using the In-

dustrial Court, which was biased

Retrenchments to be negotiated
on a ‘first in, last out’ basis.

against them.
•

That

•

That future summits should in-

Only majority unions should be
recognized.
The

•

The Act to

right to sympathy strikes.
cover

domestic,

public
forestry workers.
•

proper

for Workers.

hearings.

•

bankrupt in such an event.
Consequently, the forty-two trade
unions represented at the March Summit (the largest such meeting ever)

right to strike and picket.

farmworkers,
service and

The Act to be linked to the

Living
Wage Campaign and a National
Unemployment Insurance Fund

independent arbitration be
sought to resolve disputes and
that employers who use the LRA
provisions be isolated, including
boycotts of their products nationally and internationally.
volve "all forces

working for the

liberation

all

Africa."

of

in

South

•

/*
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FROM OUR SCHOLARS
Malawi’s Educational Crisis and Banda’s

Response
Thandika Mkandawire
It is

perhaps inevitable that the first
major crack in the wall of Banda’s
regime should come from the educational system, for in few areas of
society has this regime been so
negligent and callous.

negligence, has taken the initiative in
arguing for expanded expenditure on
primary education.
Table 1

Percentage of State Expenditure

its toll

on

the affairs of state and in-

coherence has

now

been added to the

arbitrariness of Banda’s

rule. Two

1986

4,0

4,0

11,0

redress

Zambia

33,0

17,0

16,0

Lesotho

22,4

15,5

During the colonial rule there
emerged patterns of evangelisation
and a division of labour among mis-

Botswana

Banda

claimed

that

pupils taught in other regions with
negative values. More specifically,
teachers from the north

were

said to

be uninterested in the

19,5

20,9

10,1

17,7

Source: World Bank Tables, 1983,
1988.
In addition to this low overall

a

low

level of school enrolment in Malawi.
Malawi has

performance of
pupils in schools in the south and
central regions and that this accounted for regional disparities in student performance. Banda ordered
that all teachers be returned to teach
in their respective regions of origin.

Mozambique.

has been
slowly gravitating towards crisis because

central feature of Banda’s

a

country

2)

in the sub-region (see Table

and

social

general to receive
port as possible.
State

as

expenditure

services

little state
on

in

sup-

education is

worse

percentage of age

as

Sec.

Higher

62
100
111
97

4

1
2
2
2

Zambia
Lesotho
Botswana

Mozambique

region (see Table 1). Indeed Malawi

17
21

131

25
6
39

3

77

21

2

83

was

to

condition the

of education which each region

schools in Southern Africa was set
in the northern part of Malawi at
Livingstonia. This school was intended
to produce teachers and preachers
up

that would assist the missionaries

spread

the

Gospel

among
the
of the world.
proximity and the "demonstra-

heathens of
Both

to

tion effect"

part

our

meant

that education be-

integrated into the cultures of
people living closer to the mission

came

school than it did elsewhere.
The southern part

of the country
Blantyre mission to give it
a good start. Attached to the mission
was the Blantyre Secondary School
through which many Malawians were
to pass. The central region had the
least progressive Dutch Reformed
Church as the dominant missionary.
Given the apartheid origins of these
also had the

"servants of God" and the racist creed
that informed their work among

group

Primary
Malawi.

Zimbabwe

12

type

"heathens", it

Sub-Saharan
Africa

one of the few countries
where the World Bank, alarmed at the

war-torn

Number of enrolled in school

the lowest in the Southern African

has' been

than

Table 2

development strategy has been for
education

one

even

•

sionaries that

the

action.

policies have created

colonial inheritance.

ary

ex-

penditure, there has been wasteful allocation of scarce funds on a costly
high school - the so-called Kamuzu
Academy - which is reputed to take
almost half the expenditure on secondary school education. Such neglect
and waste were bound to provoke the
long-suffering people of Malawi into
Banda’s

a

received. One of the earliest mission-

of the lowest school
enrolment ratios in Africa and performs much worse than any other

The educational system

actually predate independence. Banda’s recent reaction is
testimony to his regime’s failure to

1980

system, have taken

Secondly,

of students have been around

1972

Zimbabwe

teachers from the northern region
were either lethargic in their
professional practice or were inculcating

mance

for decades and

Malawi

events, both related to the educational

place within a
short space of time. First, there was
the unheard of open protest by university students against a number of state
policies including conversion of grants
into loans, admission based on a
regional quota system and expulsion
of pregnant students from the university.

on

Education

This

challenge to the system has exposed a number of things. First is that
senility has increasingly begun to take

Regional disparities in school enpresumably the perfor-

rollment and

was

the
only natural for this

brand of missionaries

to assume

that

anything beyond standard six was
simply too much for the natives. And
so at independence, the north and
south, but particularly the former, had
relatively large numbers of students
who qualified for secondary schools.
Few students from the central region

Source: World Bank Tables, 1984
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entered the few

secondary schools

that existed at the time.

This imbalance was recognized by
the nationalist movement. Redressing
it became a central platform of the
movement which had

placed universal
education on its party

primary

Also

manifesto.

on

the

nationalist

agenda was the building of a national
university. It is a measure of the fall of
Banda that at the time he insisted that
the university be built at Livingstonia
in the north. The reason for his choice

characteristically,
and,
in
retrospect, ominously personal. He
wanted merely to edify a place from
which he received his primary education! This choice remained widely un-

was

phi - one of Malawi’s poorest districts
and the district with the highest
literacy rates.
The major reasons for these disparities were both historical and
economical. We have already noted
the head-start provided by the location of a major mission school in the
north. The economic reason was that
for a northerner with primary school
education there was only one job in
the local area
primary school teach-

ing. And

so

teacher became

the qualified village
a common

feature in

primary schools in the north. In the
south there were jobs in government,
industry and tea estates which attracted primary school leavers away

the north, teachers

began to

move to

schools in the south.
Neither the

teachers

sporadic movements of
the quota impositions

nor

have been able to

disparities.

reverse

inherited

Banda claims,
teachers from one region tended to do
the job poorly while working in other
regions, then this is evidence of a
generalised collapse of objective performance criteria in the teaching
profession. In a properly functioning
system, headmasters and teachers
would be judged by how well their students performed, regardle.ss of where
the school

If,

as

was.

The abuse of the quota system

and

contested.

the arbitrariness of school entrance

Let me bring a personal note on
this. In 1962 (from the safe distance of
the United States) I wrote a rather

systems has eroded the basis for objeetively evaluating the performance

long letter to the then Minister of
Education, Masauko Chipembere, expressing my opposition to the siting of
the university at Livingstonia. If my
mind serves me well, I cited the inaccessibility of Livingstonia (which the

posed by recent events. More than
thirty years ago Banda was recalled to

of teachers and has led to the rot

head

educational system. I was
to understand that my

played

an

decision

to

later made
letter had
important role in the
re-examine

the

whole

question of the siting of the university.
I bring all this out merely to show that
at the time regionalist considerations
played virtually no role in the
nationalist movement in Malawi.
In

the

post-independence period,

regional differential performance continned. In any given year, more than
50% of the students qualifying for
entrance to post-secondary school institutions would be from the north
which accounts for much less of the

population than its share of qualified
students would indicate.

to

tal

A World Bank

study conducted in

early seventies attributed this difperformance to advantages
that the north enjoyed at primary
school level. While on average only

ferential

30-50% of teachers in the south and
central were qualified, in the north the

figures

were as
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high
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as

President H. K. Banda

from the

teaching profession.
regime chose to deal
with this problem by instituting a
quota system for admission to the
university. This was an inevitable component of any strategy to redress the
balances of the past. However, Banda
chose to do this within a basically
financially starved educational system.
And worse, the application of the
quota system became increasingly corrupt and arbitrary.
It should also be noted that primary
school education was basically left to
fend for itself. Villagers built schools
on a self-help basis. This, of course,
had the effect of reinforcing the advantages of those areas who already
had primary schools and qualified
The Banda

teachers.

the

92% in Rum-

that

movement

was

duced a whole set of measures that
would in other circumstances have led

tish

imbalances that afflicted the Malawi

national

exemplary in its national character
and unity. During his rule he intro-

Scottish missionaries had chosen because it was reminiscent of the Scot-

Highlands!) as one reason; but
even more importantly, I thought the
siting of the university in the north
would merely reinforce the regional

a

ex-

To make matters worse,

side by side

with penury

in the overall educational
of such
projects as the Kamuzu Academy,
whose running costs dwarfed those of
any learning institute in the country.
system was the extreme waste

In the

meantime, with "saturation" in

tribal conflict. He moved the
from

the

.south

to

the

capi-

central

region, decided to abandon or rather
rename Nyanja into a Chewa (his native tongue) while eliminating all other
languages from the public media, built
a
costly secondary school (the
Kamuzu Academy) in his village and
SO on.

Most people took these decisions as
of
reflections
the
largely
idiosyncrasies of the man and not as

forms of tribalism. After all Banda op-

pressed all Malawians - a point he
bloodily illustrate in the brutal

was to

murder of

a

senior minister from the

central
of the

region. And significantly, none
opposition movements have
been tribal based. They may have suffered from ideological confusion, personality problems and other structural
constraints
and the testimony to all
this is their ineffectuality - but they
-

were never

tribalist.

Banda has

now

decided

to come out

in the open and lean on tribalism as
his last source of popular support. If
in other times and

the last

places patriotism is

refuge of

a scoundrel, in our
humble circumstances it is tribalism.

And that is

a

terrible shame.

•
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LIBERATION MOVEMENTS
Namibian Settlement:
Shimwetheleni

The

Amkongo, SWAPO

joyous welcome given to
Indian
Commander,

UNTAG

General Prem

Chand,

on

his arrival in

the Namibian capital Windhoek, signifies the beginning of the end of four
decades of

Grey Areas Persist

military repression, foreign

achieved
United

a

reduction of the size of the

Nations

Transitional

Assis-

Group (UNTAG) from the
originally fixed 7 500 members to
4 650. The Non-Aligned Movement
and non-governmental organisations
tance

colonial domination and the hated

in Namibia and world-wide

South African

illegal rule. UNTAG is
to serve as a conveyer-belt, monitoring

the

the withdrawal of South African

of free and fair elections in Namibia
and would thus be at cross purposes

oc-

cupying troops, supervising the elections and overseeing the transference
of state power to representatives of
the Namibian people.
However, while marching to our
destination, we will still have to

final

infested with
landmines. Should the
present course of events continue, as
traverse a vast grey area

explosive

the trends and the attitudes of the

South African

accomplices

UNTAG staff indicates,

among

the

this potential-

ly explosive situation will definitely
derail and result in consequences too

ghastly to contemplate.
A

Unique Event

with the letter and

spirit of Resolution
avoid taking the
responsibility for an internationally
unpopular measure, the Security

435.

In

order

to

Council

requested, inter alia, that the
Secretary General "in preparing his
report
re-examine requirements
necessary for UNTAG in order to
identify wherever possible tangible costsaving measures without prejudice to
his ability to full carry out its mandate
as established in 1978, namely to ensure
the early independence
of
Namibia through free and fair elections under the supervision and con.

.

.

trol of the United Nations".

The achievement of

independence
is a unique and privileged event in the
history of any people. It is a day on
which the people of that particular
country mark the end of the nightmare
of foreign arbitrary colonial rule and
the beginning of a new proud era of a
free and sovereign statehood. The
recent

supported
position of SWAPO, that a reduction would compromise the feasibility

decision of the United Nations

Security Council adopted in the enabling Resolutions 629 and 632 brought
Namibia a step closer to self-determination, so much cherished by all

then recommended the reduction of

contingent to

4 650. Namibians
ones

to

be

were

size of
the only

a

not

dissatisfied

with

this

decision because of their conviction
that the

independence of Namibia and
integrity of its sovereignty and future will be compromised and highjacked at the last moment by forces
the

which

are

regime

in cahoots with the former

of

colonial

occupation.

Moreover, the "changing situation"

democratic societies in the world. The

does

later resolutions

change inside Namibia. However, the
compromise decision of the 9th
February, 1989, whereby the Secretary
General gave the firm assurance that
the UNTAG contingent will be restored
to its initial size immediately at any moment
during the transition period,

were

themselves the

result of

long negotiations between
the five permanent members of the
Security Council on the one hand, and
the Non-Aligned Movement and
SWAPO

The

the other hand.

permanent members of the

Seciuity
14

on

Council

proposed

and

not

seem

to

Our insistence

heartened

the presence

of a
UNTAG contingent was
motivated by our stated conviction
that the independence of a country is
a serious event in the history of that
people. The circumstances under
which that independence is achieved
will at the same have a bearing on the
future course of the history of that nation. It is therefore logical that
everybody involved in shaping that
process should be fully aware about
the huge responsibility and the farreaching
consequences
of
his
decisions, especially for present and
future generations of that nation. How
will history judge us, if by wishing to
identify wherever possible tangible costsaving measures, we indirectly conon

strong

tribute

to

chaos and confusion and

thus

_The Secretary General has since
the UNTAG

should it become necessary,
us somewhat.

represent

any

compromise the viability of
fragile new state?

a

Our

concern was also motivated by
knowledge of the actual apartheid
colonial
rulers
and
the
parallel
developments inside Namibia. Every
responsible leader of his people accepts the need to turn a new page in
the history of his people. At times this
requires pardoning someone who has
committed reprehensible crimes for
the sake of a higher goal, i.e.
demonstrating in a visible way the advent of a new era and of new changed
our

rules of interaction.
It

was

this conviction and

responsibility towards its
and to the

sense

own

of

people

world, which motivated the

SWAPO

leadership to offer, time and
again since 1978, the signing of a
cease-fire

between

itself

and

Pretoria colonial

facilitate the

the

regime, in order to
holding of free and fair
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elections under international supervision and control in Namibia. This
does not mean that we have forgotten
the millions of our countrymen who
have been innocent victims of the

regime of illegal occupation. Nor does
it mean that we will naively ignore the
attempts by the regime to offer us a
Trojan horse and its efforts to hoodwink international opinion about its
genuine intentions.

Nkomati Accord?

August. This figure does not include
the 35 000

strong locally recruited
unit known as the South West African

•

Territorial Force

(SWATF) and the
para-military terror
squads such as "Koevoet" and the mercenary battalions employed to wage
Pretoria’s
dirty
war
against

4 000

when Resolution 435 foresees the

strong

formal

the

given sanctuary by

occupying army.

In

a

statement,

aimed at deflecting

beginning of the

vised withdrawal to start
1st
•

Namibians. Neither does this include
the UNITA bandits

Why does Pretoria offer to start
with an unsupervised withdrawal,
superon

the

April, 1989?

Does Pretoria have

from international

things to hide
scrutiny?

Reports from Namibia indicate that
convoys

of South African military for-

I

Sam

Disinformation

Most

is

the

most

militarised

have been

significant number of these troops will

heading for Walvis Bay
(which Pretoria is determined to
retain) instead of the Orange River,

be withdrawn to South Africa

which constitutes the border between

international opinion
Pretoria announced

Campaign

people still ignore the fact that

Namibia

Nujoma, SWAPO leader

from this reality,
recently that
as

a
a

ces

South Africa and Namibia. In

one

goodwill gesture, well ahead of the 1st
April, 1989 date set for the beginning
of the withdrawal. Three

that 1st

worth consideration

troops were relocated from one part
of the Namibian territory to another.

country in the

world, with

a

ratio of

soldier to every twelve, civilians,
and it will remain so until and beyond

April 1989, the D-Day for the

declaration:

implementation of Resolution 435.
estimated

The

South

African

Namibia

were

100 000

Defence

regular

Forces

in

recently reinforced by

the South African troops withdrawing
from Angola after the signing of the
cessation of hostile acts between

Cuba, Angola and South Africa last
SAPEM APRIL, 1989^

questions are
concerning this

•

Who

give a guarantee as to
credibility of Pretoria’s claims,
especially in the light of Pretoria’s
can

the

notorious

disregard for its inter-

national treaty commitments, e.g.
various
UN
Resolutions
on
Namibia
and
recently,
the

this thus

means

reality,

that the South African

Under the arrangements foreseen by
Resolution 435 UNTAG will have no

jurisdiction to monitor South African
troops in Walvis Bay, because of
South Africa’s claim of a proprietary
right over the enclave.
Furthermore, the SADF, SWATF
and Koevoet

are

engaged in:
15

•

•

conducting mini-election campaigns, asking people to already
indicate which political parties
they will be voting for in the coming November 1989 elections.
Pretoria "435 Research Unit". A

a

mysterious Mrs Coetzee is conducting a telephonic survey to
gauge the perceptions, understandings and intentions of the
people with regard to both the
said resolution and the coming
elections.
•

SADF

organising
meetings" in the form
barbecue parties, where free

meat

the

are

and drinks

are

The short

distributed in

proportions
propaganda.

same

SWAPO

term

as

anti-

objective of the

South African armed forces is to influence the outcome of the elections
in such

deny SWAPO a viable majority, and in the long term to
bully an independent Namibian state
into a surrogate role through military
a

way as to

and economic threats.
S.A. Undermines Electoral Process

The

informal

agreement in

1978

within the framework of Resolution
435 foresees that the elected Con-

stituent

Assembly should draft and
adopt the independence constitution
by a two-thirds majority. Whereas
everybody, including South Africa, has
conceded
the
inevitability of a
SWAPO victory at the polls in
November, 1989, the objective of
South Africa and its surrogates in
Namibia is to deny SWAPO a twothirds majority and thus the privilege
of writing the independence constitution.
In order to realise this

objective, the
South African army has been on the
election campaign trail since late last
year. Armed with loudspeakers and
film projectors, the security forces
have been organising free barbecue
parties all over Namibia. After attracting the crowds with the offer of free
meat and drinks, they project films
about

African

famine

and

starvation

in

countries, while explaining

that this is what will
vote

happen if people

for SWAPO at the November

election. South African armed force
16

uniforms have already organised
mock election in rural areas, pretending that these votes now will be valid
for the elections later this year, and
the people do not need to go to the
polls then. Namibian identity documents are also being distributed to
Angolans loyal to Jonas Savimbi, the
UNITA bandit leader, in order to vote
troop

anti-SWAPO

for

in

alliances

the

November elections.
The "demobilised" SADF members

members

"information

of

units dressed in fake United Nations

who lived in Namibia for

one

year are

given Namibian citizenship cards. Attempts are under way to prepare legislation which will shift the voting ages
up from eighteen years to twenty-one
years, as it is said, that SWAPO is too
full of youths in its ranks. The South
West African Television and Radio

and local government controlled press
are also used to amplify the propaganda

campaign against SWAPO.

profit from the conditioned responses
terror. They know
that they no longer need to apply
physical terror, and that the visibility
of its agents and the threat of terror
(intimidation) is dissuasive enough
of the victims of

under those circumstances.
The

intensifying rumours about
arms being hidden away at
strategic places inside Namibia and
the training of a group of Namibian
"Contras” in Bophuthatswana and at
caches of

Jamba, the hide-out of the UNITA
a future
fall in line with
longer term objectives of South
Africa, i.e. to prepare the ground for

bandits, in order to combat
SWAPO government,

the

ments
•

of arrest and detention without trial
South African Defence Force
bers.

under

•

administration

was

•

"Boerestaat"

by the white

the fact that Pretoria
enlist

a

went

ahead

fresh intake of

•

into

the

con-

West
African Territorial Force, during
the month of January despite
Pretoria’s engagement to disband
the force on the 1st April, 1989.

South

the South African administrator’s
declared

with

intention

whites-only

go ahead
elections in

to

March.
•

the reports about the fact that the
Pretoria-installed interim cabinet

ministers and white civil servants
are

transferring their bank

counts to

election

campaign role,
the South African Army hopes to cash
in on the lasting social and psychological damage caused by the effects of
prolonged war and the terror campaign of its own forces. They wish to

a

scripts

the armed forces.
new

the incessant talk of the formation

to

obliged to set up a commission of inquiry into the atrocities committed by
In their

by Hans Diergaard and welcomed by right-wing
whites, to form the "Republic of

leader Kosie Pretorius.

were

colonial

acknowledged promotion by

the idea mooted

of

of these

cover

the

as:

Rehoboth".

mem-

security laws,
responsible for a
reign of terror especially in northern
Namibia. Intimidation, beatings, torture, rape, theft and wanton destruction of private property by members
of the "security force" in northern
Namibia
reached
such
alarming
proportions in 1985, that even the
local

•

They also provided immunity

these forces

such

renegade Mishake Muyongo to
raise the question of the secession
of the Caprivi and the information
of the "Republic of Itenge".

to

before the law for many crimes committed during their duty. Operating

post-inde-

the South African authorities of

The army

is ideally suited for an
election campaign role, because of the
existing colonial conditions and the
role is has played so far. During the
last twenty years, the myriad of
security legislation decreed by the
South African Administration, effectively placed 80% of Namibia under a
state of emergency. These security
laws gave extended arbitrary powers

of

destabilisation

pendent Namibia and to bully her
economically and militarily into a bantustan role. The credibility of these
rumours are reinforced by develop-

These

are

contentious

some

issues

of the

myriad of
clouding the

climate under which elections
be

ac-

Walvis Bay, etc

are

to

prepared and which, taken serious-
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ly, certainly cast doubts about the fair-

ANGOLA

of the outcome.

ness

Formation of Anti-SWAPO Alliances

the
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time, new political
being formed behind
the scenes by Pretoria’s surrogates.
These alliances include splinter fringe
political groupings centred around the
At

groupings
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are
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"Democratic" Turnhalle Alliance and
which thus far

owe

—

their existence to

funds and favours from
well

Pretoria,

J

WINDHOEK

as

the extreme

right wing alliance
of the white Nationalist Party and the
Rehoboth Party led by Hans Diergaard. This is the case of the latest alliances
mushrooming
throughout
Namibia, e.g. the United Democratic
Front
(UDF) of Namibia, the
Namibian National Congress (NNC)
as

:III:WALVIS BAY

I

P

I
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E-l
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\
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(NNPF), etc. These are examples of how some of our compatriots are unfortunately playing into
the elaborate trap of colonial and external interests by posing as alliances
representing the "centre and moderntion". It is against this background that
the events of the coming months are
going to unfold.
SWAPO invited

a

leadership role,
delegation of some

hundred Namibians

representing

different shades of

political conviction, businessmen, traditional rulers
and church leaders in October, 1988,

plan together about the future of
country and to reach a consensus
concerning the priorities. In our mind,
national unity and reconciliation is the
priority among the priorities. Through
this meeting,, SWAPO stretched out
its hands to those who were still sitting
on the fence or were still misguided,
or to those forces of opposition who
differ with SWAPO because they are
to

our

the innocent victims of
tion

a

disinforma-

campaign. If SWAPO had opted
guns and bombs in response to

to use

the

colonial

and

apartheid South
African violence, it was an act of selfdefence and motivated by our national
pride to achieve and restore our inalienable right to independence and
the right to live in a prosperous, just
and sovereign Namibian state.
As true
are

revolutionary democrats, we
willing to let the people judge and
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decide, which one of the platforms
they want to subscribe to. In doing so
we remain loyal to our tradition of
upholding the interests of the

by irhposing a
majority, let us get out in
full strength and reply with 80%,
that no money, bribes or lure can

Namibians at heart. At the moment,
we will soon be embarking on

be

freedom,

that election

and the

when

trail,

we are

sured and confident of
and

calm,

our

victory,

attitude and leitmotif is

our

as-

ex-

pressed by the following reaction of an
elderly Namibian compatriot:
As

a

rule, all nations and peoples

suffer calamities, national disasters
and set-backs, and looking at our
own history, Namibia is no exception. The added difference in our
case is only that at cnccial momerits of our history,
we were
betrayed by our friends. But our
strength as a nation has been the
fact that we never indulged in selfpity and that we accepted these
reverses as challenges, that is the
reason
why imperial Gennany
could

never

subdue us, it is the

why Pretoria never subjiigated us and it will be the case
why Pretoria’s internal and external
surrogates will not succeed
in
reason

depriving us of the victory
waited for so long.
Let

us

show them that

overcome

how

we

we
will

the hurdle, no matter

high they set it. If they think
they cart prolong colonial and neo-

over us

two-third

than

dearer

collective

our

our collective prosperity
right of all Namibians to
live in a just society and tornake
their proud contribution in world

affairs.
The serious

challenges we will be
facing in: (i) organising elections
under these abnormal conditions, (ii)
continuing to engage in dialogue for
and
national
reconciliation
(iii)
for
the
economic
preparing
reconstruction and development after
independence will be formidable, but
no one

will be able to fault

to surmount

our

resolve

these obstacles. We will

be able to meet

some

of these challen-

ges through our own
material resources, and

human and
others, will be

difficult, if not impossible to meet
without the financial assistance from
friends.

Impartiality Syndrome

persistent attempts of the UN
impartiality smoke-screen has raised serious
doubts among many international observers about the Secretary General’s
The

Secretariat to hide behind the

17

sincerity and good faith. Everybody is
stunned about the fact that Sweden, a

committed opponent

government and a

of the apartheid
country with an ex-

cellent service record in the annals of
UN

peace-keeping missions,

itself excluded from an engagement it
took in 1978, i.e. to participate in the
UNTAG operations in Namibia. On
the other hand, Britain, who cofathered apartheid and continues to
be a bed-fellow of that regime is expected to contribute a signal unit to
sees

UNTAG.

General’s
Secretary
Special
Representative. It further strengthens
rumours that the man charged to coadminister the implementation of the
UN Security Council Resolution 435 is
not only in Pretoria’s camp, but that

countries such

as

Australia, Ireland, Italy, Canada, Denmark, Finland and Spain are lined up
to contribute troops to UNTAG, but
only two African countries, Kenya and
Togo, feature among the list of
countries. This certainly overlooks the
fact that the present problem in
Namibia

has

its

roots

in

the

colonialism

practised by these
previous century, and
that historically the African countries
and peoples have been in the forefront
of the battle. Evidently some people
are adept at acting according to the
opportunist’s definition of leadership,
i.e. leadership as the art of waiting
until the parade passes the front door
and then jumping in front "to usher in
the independence of Namibia". These
same people also jump in front of the
bandwagon in the final minute "to
usher in freedom and democracy in
countries in the

South Africa".

This

total

disregard, if not disrespect for Africa and Africans, was

displayed by the immoral
decision authorising UNTAG to lease
from the South African Army, the very
Caspirs and Unimog trucks which
were used against the Namibians in
Pretoria’s dirty war, and to purchase
certain provisions, including helicopters
and
aircraft
directly from
again

AMSCOR. It is also needless to add

that this represents an
violation of the world

unprecedented
body’s own in-

ternational ethics and engagements

against apartheid in South Africa.
This

decision, together with that of

the exclusion of Sweden from the
UNTAG

contingent

Pretoria’s

capitulation
18

insistence
on

as a

result of

represents

a

the part of the UN

the

to our

when

call for assistance at the time

we

loyalty throughout the

help.

process

by:

will be able to count

genuine friends of the cause of
Namibian people who responded

there will

•

hope that when the storm

those

he is determined to demonstrate his

needed it and not
no

longer be

a

later, when

need for such

•

advocating measures which are
diametrically opposed to existing
resolutions

and

international

diplomatic practice,
•

using

impartiality

the

screen as a

Other western

S.O.S.’s. We

will be over, we

smoke-

pretext to dissuade the

international

community from
providing assistance to SWAPO,
and to cease support wherever it
has been pledged.
In the political scene it is not unheard of to observe betrayals and this
seems
to be the gratitude which
SWAPO and the Namibian people are
receiving for having paved the way for
and assisted the Special Representative in ascending the diplomatic
career ladder. The Special Representative seems to be ignorant about the
fact that

obliges
tional

no

clause in Resolution 435

internaorganisation, apart from the
any government or

United Nations, to render financial
and material support to SWAPO.

Pretoria,together with other rightwing governments and organisations,
has
been
relentlessly
pouring
thousands of dollars into the election

campaign efforts of the South Africancreated puppet political parties in
Namibia.

The

British

Namibian

Charitable Trust, led

font, is

one

by Lord Chalvisible example. Only the

South African government and nationals of those countries contributing to
the UNTAG contingent are obliged to
observe

strict

impartiality. At the
invoking the impartiality smoke-screen should not overlook the fact that Pretoria is throwing
same

time those

lock, stock and barrel into the

paign aimed at denying SWAPO
able majority.

cam-

a

vi-

When one is in trouble you come to

know who your real friends are. As a
nation and a country, we are at the

passing through turbulent
nationhood ship faces a
lot of perils on the final stretch of
decolonisation and has been sending
moment

waters. The
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GENDER ISSUES
Aids

-

Who is the

Culprit?

Patricia McFadden
While

walking past a shop window
recently, I noticed
a poster which made me stop and look
again. Sure enough, I had not been
mistaken in my initial impression. It
was the woman in the picture who was
giving the man the "come-on" signal,
her arms outstretched like a vampiress
and below the picture was printed in
in downtown Dakar

bold

letters

"SIDA", which is the

French abbreviation of "AIDS".

My first reaction

was one of anger,
and the desire to rush into the shop
and demand

an explanation from the
proprietor for allowing the exhibition
of such an obviously misleading and
anti-female poster on his shop window. But on second thought, the
reality struck me that the blatantly
anti-feminist and totally unscientific

aspects of such propaganda are not
obvious to most African
What is

even

more

people.

these beliefs

serious is that

the

person(s) who prepared that picknew exactly what they were
doing when they made the woman the
most conspicuous character in the
poster. The fallacy that women are the
carriers of Aids (and other diseases)
is very widespread all over Africa, and
probably in most societies in the world
today, just as the belief by some men
that sex with a virgin will cure AIDS
(as it was supposed to cure other
forms of sexually transmitted diseases
STDs) is becoming increasingly
popular.
ture

-

Before I go
and

into the socio-cultural
religious context within which

located, 1 would like
point out two interrelated conscquences of the above fallacy.
are

to

First of

all, when

a

tinent) is faced with

a

society (or concrisis of this nature,
it almost always seeks a
scapegoat. There is a story about the
origins of the word "scapegoat" which
aptly explains what it really means. It
is claimed that in ancient

when there

was

tragedy affecting
no

a

a

disease

village

societies,
or

terrible

city, and

or

known remedies could solve the

problem, the final resort was for that
community to find a goat, most
probably a female goat, and to heap
insult, condemnations,

thoughts

upon

the

curses

poor

and evil

creature.

1.

i

wauslRToiUSlNS I

I

Hi**!
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shoppers observing AIDS posters
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After this it

was

beaten out of the vil-

lage and driven into the wilderness, as
far away as possible from the community. This action was believed to
have cleansed the affected community
of the scourge.
There

are

numerous

in the

cases

when women have
been blamed or "scapegoated" for
catastrophes and disasters. Take, for
example, the burning of women as
"witches" in Europe during the last
century, and not so long ago, there
were reports of elderly women being
killed in one of the regions in Tanzania because they were accused of
being "witches". We are all familiar
past and present

with the children’s stories about "the

wicked old witch who loves to

eat

children", and the portrayal of old
in African folktales

women

"evil"

as

and

"smelly", i.e. connoting disease
and bad luck. These myths have been
used as a justification for putting the
blame for social disaster

on women.

Of course, we all know what the real

meaning of scapegoating is, and the
fact of the matter is that it
the

never

Therefore,

problem.

solves

blaming

for the AIDS crisis will

women

make it go away. They are as much
as men in the final analysis.

not

the

victims

unscientific sexist
belief that sleeping with a virgin will
cure AIDS is having serious consequences in terms of the general
spread of AIDS, but more especially it
Secondly,

means

that young women

about to

cycle
with

are
a

the

who are
begin their productive life
being deliberately infected

horrendous, incurable disease,

which in the

majority of

kills
both the woman and any child she is
likely to conceive. Not only is it crazy,
it is criminal and such a practice requires the full force of the law to
protect women against this perverted
sexist ideology which has become a
cases,

sex

with the wife and to

school girls. This is
called "zero-grazing", a term which
sounds amusing, but which when seen
in the context of what I have just said
above, has very serious implications
for the understanding, management
young

and eventual control of the disease.

Reports show ever-increasing numbers of paediatric AIDS cases, espedally among rural communities, increasing levels of rape, especially of
pre-pubescent females (between the
ages of 10-13 years old) and, of
course, a swing in the correlation between youth and infection with STDS
especially AIDS.
-

But

what, you might be thinking, is

the connection between

picture of a
woman as the alleged bearer of AIDS
and the issue of men having sex
(whether by consent or by force) with
"virgins"? Well, on the one hand we
are familiar with the generally held
"African cultural belief
(read "male
sexist lie") that women who have
reached puberty are fundamentally
unclean. And inspite of decades of
a

-

scientific

evidence

and

numerous

campaigns by health workers and
women activists showing the naturalness

of menstruation and its crucial

importance

for

the reproductive
process to occur, this belief persists.
Ask any African man what he thinks
about

a

woman

who is

menstruating

and you can bet he will say, "she is unclean". This is not meant in the literal

but is located in the cultural-

sense,

religious mystification which underpins all patriarchal ideologies and
sexist social beliefs.

Therefore, to portray women
culprits in the aids pandemic
normal and natural. Are

as

the

seems

they not the

who bleed and whose blood is

ones

unclean?

then, how

can one

explain the

violence and threat

it?

by the male belief that sex
virgin will cure AIDS? Here
lies the paradox and irrationality of
the sexist mentality. "Screwing" a virgin, something no other man has had,
is the ultimate test of one’s virility and
manhood. "Deflowering" a young
woman is the dream of many a male

towardsAIDS

women

in relation to the

problem. They are deciding that
one
way of avoiding AIDS and
remaining a "good husband" is to
20

to

women’s lives

connoted

Uganda, there is
increasing evidence that men are
evolving language forms which express
their totally irresponsible behaviour

and creates a sense
self-realisation.
prowess

But

told
to

know, and African

we

and

with

who

a

is

still

unsure

of

his

of sexist
men are

over

again in the efforts

control AIDS,

that blood is the

over

main medium

through which AIDS is
from

transmitted

one

to

person

another.

"Virgins" and young girls who
are forcefully penetrated by the male
will always bleed, and the break in the
body tissue becomes the death senfor the defenceless victim.

tence

When I first heard the reports

of
raping school
girls and little children because of this
perverted and sick belief, I could not
how

some

men

were

it. But

understand

of

context

seen

within the

patriarchially dominated

African cultures and social systems
which venerate the virility and sexual

promiscuity of men, it becomes
understand

how

such

a

easy to
serious

medico-social

problem like AIDS can
inadvertently become another weapon
of violence and death against women
(and children) in Africa.
Some

readers will

probably have
saying "agh, all she writes about
the terrible things men do to

been
is

women". Well, what else is there for
me to write about, since men are al-

telling us themselves of the few
things they dö for women, i.e. "I
pay the rent", "I am the bread-winner
in this house", "I look after my kids"

ways

"nice"

and

so on.

1, like most concerned
a cure

to

women, want

be found for AIDS and all

the diseases which

are ravaging our
people, whether they are related to
sexual activity or not. But the fact

remains that the
not come

about

cure

for AIDS will

by scapegoating older

by violating young women
girls and thereby infecting them
with AIDS or some other debilitating
women nor

and

disease. The
But

life-threat to them. But whose law is

In countries like

•

abstain from
seduce

cure

for AIDS

must

be

a

collective effort,

by all who live on this
planet, and it must be sought in a

transformation of the social, cultural,

political, religious and medical relations which exist been

women

and

"Zero-grazing" must mean exactly that, not just a joke which ends up
men.

in

raucous,

laughter in

a

sexist

comments

and

bar somewhere. •

sexual
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contenders

battling as much lor
positions in South Alrica
as about the past. This, I believe, has a
good deal to do with the fact that

BOOKS
Gone With the

Twilight - A Story of

black South Africans themselves have
not yet had sufficient opportunity to
tell their story, thus leaving the field

Sophiatown
Don Mattcra

are

their future

{Zed Press, 1987)

others to write "for them", and
importantly, for themselves. A
sociology of writing on South Africa is
needed in which the epistemological
open to
more

Reviewed

by Brian Raftopoulos

Writing on South Africa has become
burgeoning industry, a veritable
deluge of scholarly outpourings on
a

toriography, one feels a strong and
assertive tendentiousne.ss in much of
the

writing that extends

Destruction

apartheid, and more recently, postapartheid. Conservative, liberal and a
significant intervention by radical
scholarship (mostly white South
African and European) has presented
the consumer of apartheid literature
with a fast growing reading list. Yet
more

often then is the
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case

in his-

ideological
This is

across

the

wrought by the Group Areas Act
spectrum.

imply a relativist posicontending positions in the
debates, for the school of radical historiography has clearly made the most
important
recent
contributions.
However, it is to feel, in an urgent, almost panic-stricken sense, that the
tion

on

not to

the

assumptions of the contributions of all
persuasions needs to be brought
under closer scrutiny.

Into this minefield of tendentious

premises, controversies and battles for
the highest ground, the first part of
Don Matlera’s powerful autobiography Gone with the Twilight is a significant and timely reminder of how
much the tomes of recent scholarship
on

South Africa have failed

to

offer.
21

The book represents a forceful evocation
of the
’40s
and
’50s
in

Sophiatown, and like all good
autobiography, provides a delicate interweaving of one man’s life with the
broader history of his time. It is a social history that does not forget about
politics and race and class in South
Africa and degenerate into eccentric,
microcosmic renditions of the past.
Here

have

important clues about
the transposition of the structural contradictions of apartheid into the conwe

sciousness

and

culture

of the

op-

pressed, itself a contended terrain of
struggle. Most importantly the book is
an
outstanding account of the sinew
and fibre of a contradictory oppressed
culture. As the author

moves

from

descriptions of the cosmopolitan nature of Sophiatown, to the crude and
deliberate definitions and manipulations of "Colourdism", into
the
violence and despair of street culture
and gangland warfare, the deformities
of the Group Areas Act, and finally
into the arena of politics, the process
is recounted not only with a serrated
edge, but with ah equally sharp touch
of humour.
The book opens
the
forthcoming

with the news of
demolition
of
Sophiatown under the Group Areas
Act and with vivid recollections of

the

cosmopolitan, racially mixed life of
struggle in that township. Here the
cauldron of a specific kind of growing
urban culture produced its own rich
tapestry of brutality, violence, love, racial
antagonism, friendship and
humour. In his descriptions Mattera
describes not only the fragile unifying
forces of Sophiatown, but also the differentiating process. He is also able to
combine, in a masterly fashion,
general levels of description with
more particularistic accounts which
bring that generality to life. Consider
this general description of the effects
of industrialisation which could im-

mediately place you anywhere where
capital has herded men and women
together in a situation that produces
both alienated anonymity and the
potential for collective action:
Life came to the streets in the age
old tradition; silhouettes of moving
objects and people who spoke in
hushed and muffled tones. The
22

winter had been unkind and the
council shacks per-

two-room

meated that unkindness into

our

beds. The thin chimneys gave
signals. Just looking at
itself gave one hope.
Only a few homes had electric
power and the majority of the residents of Western Native Township
used coal stoves and paraffin appliances for cooking lighting and
heating.
From such general descriptions
Mattera leads you into the intimacy of
the shacks and houses, and back out
again, onto the streets with their
violence, camaraderie and peculiar
gangland code of conduct. On these
very

smoke
the smoke
out

battlefields the violence of racist, ex-

ploitative struggle is translated into
the

of

terms

internecine

warfare.

Bosmont, Mattera says of the "twilight

people":
The

‘princes’ and ‘princesses' of the
were forced into a lifestyle of synthetic ‘colouredness’;
Mattera clan

like the debris and dirt that the

government bulldozers were piling
into huge nibble-heaps. But I
refused to be part of the debris.

Gone with the

and accessible written form available

expressing their experiences. The
challenge of the stricter procedures of historiography and more
general social science writing, is that

de

the

of desperate

One

of the

Mattera’s

develop

central

account

a

lumpen violence.
is

struggles in
his battle

to

liberating identity in the

face of the distortions of "Colourdism". He describes the farcical
"means test" used by the Boers to establish "Coloured"

included

identity. This test
the running of matchsticks
through the hair of blacks to

and pens
establish classification. In Mattera’s
sardonic description:

People began

looking at each
other’s heads. Those with soft,
straight hair smiled confidently and
actually combed their

one or two

heavily greased hair to the open
envy of some of the more curly
haired, who

were

now

vanishing

from the

queue. A very darkskinned man smiled quietly. He
had shaved off all his hair:

matchsticks and pens cannot get
stuck on a bald head. A tear or a
smile on the way to pain and
humiliation

the

joy and satisfaction of being a ‘real’ coloured.
In one paragraph Mattera reveals
some
of the farcical premises of
"Coloured" identity and elements of
the deliberately manipulative features
of its construction. The historicity of
"Colourdism" is quite transparently
revealed. In the closing pages of the
book, describing the movement of
"Coloureds" to designated areas like
or to

impres-

for

great

sac

an

historical process. For working people
worldwide, autobiography has, to a
large extent, been the most immediate

personnel are confronted under such conditions, the
reaction is rarely able to avoid the cul

When the state

Twilight is

sive, extremely well-written account of
a formative period in South African
history. The period is brought to life,
beyond the broad structural forces
that influenced the parameters of the

and

texture

fibre

of

such

biographical experiences should not
be lost in the more clearly recognizable social science categories which
often take

on

an

ahistorical life of

their own, in an attempt to squeeze
into the procrustean bed of certain

theoretical models. For
tera

has

which

example. Mat-

say about the ways in
becomes a
modality

more to

race

through which class is lived, than
many of the more theoretical debates
on race

and class.

Mattera’s book

deservedly won the
interest, not
only to the general reader, but also to

Steve Biko Prize and is of

the social scientist

looking to increase
precisions of his or her
theoretical categories. Finally, within
the genre of autobiography, its passion, intensity and courage are comparable to Maxim Gorky’s masterful
biographical trilogy. From the jagged
vagaries of childhood to the apprenticeship on the streets and on to the
university of political involvement, one
the historical

can

imagine

two

such

committed

writers

stretching out their arms
embracing in their
struggles.
across

time and
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Learning to Industrialise: The
Acquisition of Technological Capability
by India
Sanjaya Lall (MacMillan, 1987)
Reviewed

by Hasa Mfaume Mlawa

Sanjaya Fall’s book. Learning to InAcquisition of Technological Capability by India is a study
of learning, technical change and the
dynamics of industrial development or
diistrialise: The

maturation in India. It examines how

particular branches of industrial activity in India have been able to acquire various types of technology and
technical systems from abroad and relates

how

these

have

been

sub-

sequently absorbed and assimilated
within the productive structures of the
recipient industrial branches in India.
All this is set within the context of the

policy, planning and management
regime of India - covering roughly the
1960s-1970s period.
The

analytic framework within
study has been carried out
is original, coherent and one which
emphasizes generic, evolutionary and
dynamic perspectives about development. The sample of the cases studied
is large and broad enough, and has
been carefully selected - to include
which the

cement, steel, textiles,

engineering activities, consulting work, etc. This has
permitted an in depth analysis of
inter-industry variability in respect to
technology learning behaviour within
the sector in India during the period
examined.

The
time
considered,
1960s-1970s, is just about long enough

to permit an analysis of inter-industry
variability of learning trends of an intertemporal nature.

A

number

of

important findings
from the study.
Three of these are of particular interest. First, the study suggests that by
and large the plants studied reveal an
impressive and significant process of
sustained technological development
or maturation over the
period considered. This "revealed" technological
dynamism or vitality is in two senses;
have

been

drawn

(i) efficient management of the
technology transfer process related to
SAPEMAPRIL, 1989

the establishment of

facilities within the

new

production

context

of invest-

ment,

(ii) effective assimilation of the initially imported technical systems
within the productive structures of the
importing economy during the ongoing and management phase of the
plants.
maturation
or
Technological
‘learning’ as in (i) above is evidenced
in the study by the fact that successive
rounds of technology transfer events
related to investment in the industry
have drawn increasingly on locally
supplied technology intensive goods
(viz. machinery, equipment, parts
thereof, etc.) and technology intensive
services (viz. skills, expertise, talents,
etc.) required for executing technoeconomic studies, project engineering
studies, etc. That is, there was a steady
progress in the participation of indigenous skills, expertise and institutions in the process of project conception, design, preparation, execution
and
management,
Technology
development in the sense of effective
assimilation of the initially imported
technical systems within the recipient
sector is reflected by a steady improvement of plant production performance
in terms of productivity
growth, export expansion in international markets of products of a high
degree of technological sophistication,
product and process adaptation to suit
local conditions, product and process
development, innovation and so forth.
-

Second, the study suggests that behind

the

process of technological
maturation lies availability of various

and qualities of dynamic and
technological and managerial
capabilities inhouse and around the
productive units studied within the industrial sector. The capabilities are of
different types, e.g. project execution
related capabilities; process engineertypes
static

ing rclalcd capabilities; product engineering related capabilities and so
forth. These capabilities are engaged
to manipulate and manage the technical basis of production of the industrial plants concerned. Furthermore, the author points out that these
capabilities have been built up over
time through a variety of means learning by doing, training, reverse engineering and so forth. And that the
acquisition of those capabilities is not
automatic but requires effort and in-

vestment.

These observations

sistent with

some

of the

are con-

most recent

frontier studies of

learning and technichange undertaken by Bell et al
and Pack and Wcstphal in the Journal
of Developmenl Economics (Vol. 16 &
cal

22).
Lall, thus, puls forward a perspeclive that looks al industrial developin

of

technology and Icchnological capability. In turn, this
perspective throws important implications on policies and strategies for infant industry growth and maturation
in industrialising countries - namely
that speedy and efficient infant induslry maturation requires, as a
ment

terms

condition

nece.ssary

least,

at

availability of various kinds of inhouse
technological capabilities al the plants
concerned.

Third, the study reports that fuller
exploitation of the rich and robust
technological capabilities accumulated
for
deeper
technological
maturation in the industrial
India has been

sector

in

hamstrung by

a combination of several factors. These inelude:

imposition of a rigid, restrictive
protective industrial and trade
policy regime;
formidable
and
widespread corruption; inadequately
developed physical
infrastructure
and

within India to
sustain

tion of

supj)orl, facilitate and

and directechnological development for
an

industrial

appropriate rate

maturation, etc. This goes to

that successful technological
developmenl
takes
not
only
availability
of
technological
capabilities but it also requires existence of an enabling policy,
planning
and management environment - one
which is permissive, flexible and consay

ducive, rather than restrictive and
23

obstructive, to technological dynavitality at all levels, c.g. the
plant, sector and economy levels.
mism and

This

finding challenges one of the
central arguments of infant industry
maturation
that protection is necessary for infant plants to mature.
Rather, the finding suggests that
protection, to be useful for plant
-

maturation process, needs to be selective - and not blanket.
There

glaring weaknesses in
First, the author argues that
India could conceivably have achieved
are

two

the book.

deeper

level

of

technological
maturation under a different policy,
planning and management regime presumably one which is exportoriented and permissive. Unfortunately, the author does not go far enough
in indicating the fine points of detail
of the required regime conducive for
successful technological maturation.
Nor does he provide an indication
relating to the mechanics of designing
and putting in place such an enabling
a

environment. Second, the author has

attempted to inquire systematically as to why a restrictive trade and industry policy, planning and management regime should have remained in
place for nearly two decades or so
(1948-1970s). Surely, there must be
forces, structures, processes and
not

mechanisms

at

work within India and

perhaps beyond to support, sustain
such a regime for that

and perpetuate

long. It is important to know something about the processes and forces
which sustain the protective and
restrictive
policy, planning and
management regime in the economy if
for nothing else than to provide a
basis for designing strategies to
change the reality into a better one.
Despite these shortcomings, this is

a

competent study. It deals with critical-

ly

important issues of industrial
development
technology, technological capability and technological
development. These issues have
hitherto received scanty attention in
mainstream social science research
and

analysis, as well as in policy, planning and management prescriptions
about

industrial

development

in

and

economic

industrialising

economies.
The book adds

substantially to, and
fills important gaps in, our knowledge
and
understanding
about
the
dynamics of industrial development in
industrialising economics. It is a book
worth
reading by ail industrial
development economists and one
whose findings should be made widely
available
(e.g. through seminars,
workshops, round table discussions,
etc.) to those concerned with designing, executing and managing industrial
development policies, plans and
strategies in India and other developing countries facing comparable
development problems. •
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ARTS AND CULTURE

Cultural Democratisation in Southern
Africa
Gorkeh Gamal Nkrumah
This paper is an

African destabilisation

a paper

the

abridged version of
presented by the author at a
UNESCO/ZIDS sub-regional Conference on Destabilisation, With
Reference to Education, Science,

Eurocentric

Hegemony

masses

The dominant forms of social

Communication and Culture, held
in Harare in Febmary, 1989.

sciousness in Southern Africa

An outline of a

conceptualisation of
psycho-social forms of the South

the

campaign in

region.

con-

are

ef-

fectively being manipulated, and are
largely controlled by West European,

in both urban centres and

rural areas, and the attendant advances in the cultural homogenisation of

the Southern African
Eurocentric

This process

region under
bourgeois hegemony.

of acculturation

was not

fill-

un

t.
i

h

*:>■

'•i

Villagers gather round
African

protracted destabUisation
campaign against the independent
African majority-governed states of
the Southern African region, focusing
on

the

cultural

arena,

must

be

analysed from within the context of
the on-going social and economic
processes of the Southern African
region itself. These social and
economic processes are at once, both
autonomous internal dynamics in their
own right and systematically accentuated by the specificity of the South

radio

North American and South African

arrested after the

capital. If the Republic of South
Africa is regarded as a sub-imperialist
state in Southern Africa, and if the
Republic is a transmission belt for
western capital in the region, then it

liberation

transmission belt for

economic

also be

must

a

Eurocentric, that is to
oriented
The
the

settler

tioned

say,

European-

production.

essence

socialisational

the
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a

of the educational and

heritage inherited from

colonialists

and

condi-

by the colonial experience is
proletarianisation of the African

but

protracted armed
struggle and independence,
rather is still thriving. It fuels the

present contradictions and the disillusionment crisis

characteristically in-

tertwined

the

with

South

African

stranglehold over the
Southern African region in a peculiarly Southern African fashion that
emanates from the genesis of settler
colonialism in the region, and is
animated still by the dynamics of
European settler and Eurocentric
neo-cOlonial

cultural

and

socio25

economic

hegemony. Regional educatogether with both

tional curricula

local and international

mass

media

agencies transmit Eurocentric cultural
perspectives and values including the
consumption-oriented culture modelied on European patterns, and the
socialisation of Africans to aspire to
western

well

as

commodities

consumer

as

bourgeois ideological orienta-

tions.

Eurocentric
values and
the local

High-consumption Capitalist Culture

of the high-consumption capitalist culture are beyond
Appurtenances

masses.

It is

essentially through Eurocentric socialisation that the European-oriented
psychological impact with its affirmation of the superiority of free enterprise and economic individualism and
other Eurocentric cultural values and

consumption patterns which facilitates
the adoption of, and secures the
reproduction of the cultural and
physical appurtenances of European
lifestyles in Southern Africa. School
are

malnourished

mass

media?

It is my contention that both local
and international mass media agencies

transmit Eurocentric cultural perspectives and values including the com-

mercialisation of all the appurtenances

of the

culture
tern

children

perspectives,
prejudices transmitted via

high-consumption capitalist
beyond the reach of the subal-

masses.

The

local

Southern African states,

Commercialism and

the reach of the subaltern

cultural

and

advertently, is utilised

media

in

perhaps in-

instrument of Eurocentric acculturation, by
the international mass media agencies
as well as by the transnational corporations based in the region, and in
particular the Republic of South
Africa. This increasingly reflects the
embourgeoisement of the African
elites and the proletarianisation of the
African masses. That is to say the accelerated process of social differentiation among Africans creates an en¬
as an

fundamentally than it influences culproduction of the subaltern mas-

tural

ses? Moreover, at whom
Afriean
destabilisation

is the South

campaign
against? Is it directed essendally at the cultural production of the
petty-bourgeois elite, or is it rather
directed at the cultural production of
the subaltern masses? A class analysis
of cultural production within the
wider social processes is crucial to
produce a meaningful study of the efdirected

fects of the South African destabilisation
in

campaign

most

on cultural
Southern African

production
region. A
powerful mechanism of subver-

the

sion and the

reinforcement of the

hegemony of the European settler
system
and racialist
ideological orientation is the subtle
propaganda against popular participation in the decision-making process
supremacist

and cultural

democratisation, and for
elitism, entrepreneurial individualism
and consumerism. ’

go

hungry to school. Breakfast consists of
bread and tea or coffee, that is,
refined European foodstuffs with a
low

nutritional

content.
Yet the
socialised to aspire to
radios and music systems and

children
own

are

dress

according to the latest
European fashions through aggressive

advertising.
Television sets

are

phenomenon. It is

a

purely an urban
petty-bourgeois

affair. In much of Southern Africa,
programmes of North American and
West European origin predominate.
In Zimbabwe there

are an

100 000 TV sets with

about

500 000.

an

estimated

audience of

Very few African

are
aired.
programmes
"Mukadota Family" soap opera

and

the

musical

show

The

serial,
"Mvengemexceptions.

venge" are two of the rare
Currently, 75% of ZBC revenue
comes from commercial advertising.
At present, there are 800 000 licensed
radio sets in Zimbabwe. But is the

radio,

of education, enterinformation, an adequate service for the majority of rural
as a source

tainment and

dwellers? What is to be said about

Africans’
26

internalisation

of

the

A young

semble of

sions

conflicting cultural

and

processes

of

Tliomas Mapf'umo

expres-

production.
Now

question of critical concern is
whose cultural production is the destabilisation policies of the Republic of
South Africa hurting most? Are the
South African political, military and
economic destabilisation policies affecting the cultural production of the
African petty-bourgeois elite more
a

Neo-Colonialism

cultural

Capitalist production and social
give birth to specific counterhegemonic cultural production patterns as displayed by the subaltern
classes. In the present neo-colonial
epoch in Southern Africa, what are
the subaltern counter-hegemonic cultural production patterns? The exploited classes articulate their cultural
relations
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expression, and indeed, they perceive
society differently from the exploiter
class. The two distinct class positions
are likewise reflected differently in
their expressions of their cultural
identities. In Zimbabwe, for example,
numerous popular jokes and popular
sayings concerning what the subaltern
masses perceive as the increasing corruption of the ruling elites, are being
circulated at

level. It is not my

mass

intention to

produce a full list here.
However, suffice it to give one example which reveals the subaltern
masses’ politicisation and the articulation of popular perceptions. The now
common
Shona saying: "Comrade,
mava kurasa gwara" (Comrade, you
have lost direction) seems to sum it all
up. Likewise, popular songs that cry
out against corruption are now commanding mass appeal. Thomas
Mapfumo’s hit, "Corruption" has been
selling like hot cakes in the past few
months.
contradictions

The
\

within

the

Southern African

the
politically independent,
economically dependent fledgling nation-states of Southern Africa, the
fundamental political polemic has
shifted away from the politics of
liberation or the fairly straightforward
question of who rules, to the far more
complex problematic of how the new
rulers nile. In post-liberation Southern
Africa the question of how the
liberators govern constitutes the new
focus of political polemic and cultural
manifestations and expression, including grassroot popular cultural produc-

tion and the media.
In

with

relatively relaxed and manifold
media, the press is lively with debates,
charges and counter-charges and
countless allegations over accountability, corruption and the alleged
misuse of public resources and state
funds. Newspapers such as the
Bulawayo Chronicle, of Zimbabwe,

of, if not sometimes a
caricature of, the cultural perceptions
of the exploiter class. In Shona, for ex-

different

a beautiful
"ka-blondi"

ample,
a

girl is referred to
or

a

as
"blonde".

Eurocentric

perceptions and cultural
expressions still reflect the European’s
hegemonic role or role model nature
in the cultural processes. The perjorative Shona expression, "varungu vedu",
literally meaning, "our whites" is used
by domestic servants and subaltern
employees referring to their African
bosses. The expression implies a conditioning of consciousness whereby
European is synonymous with "boss"
and "master". At

a

different dimen-

sion, it could be interpreted as a condition of consciousness that views, or
rather

perceives the African "nouveau

riche"

or

than

"arriviste" elite

as no

better

Europeans. The petty-bourgeois
bourgeois regard-

is Eurocentric and
less of colour and
an

race.

It reflects also

interesting race-class conflation.
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Southern African states

those
a

have

creature

participation in the
larger social processes.

In

capitalist mode of
production are reflected in the cultural arena. It is important to note that
the cultural expressions of the exploited or oppressed classes are often
subordinated to that of the hegemonic
culture. The exploited classes’ perceptions and cultural expressions are also
a

subaltern masses’

Counter-Elitist Culture

famous

become

depending

or

notorious

one’s own political afperceived interests for
such investigative reportage. Many
questions are being asked by the "little
man", and many more remain unon

filiation and

answered. A counter-elitist culture is
in the making which is qualitatively
from

the

counter-settler

hegemonic culture of the pre-liberation days. But because of their chronic
lack of purchasing power, the subaltern classes are not regarded as crucial participants in cultural production
and other social processes by the highconsumption-oriented capitalist establishment of the neo-colonial stage of
capitalist development.
Cultural Democratisation

The

essence

of cultural

production

in the neo-colonial social formation
must

be

viewed

as

a

The

question of class realignments
revolutionary mobilisation of
the subaltern classes, including the
peasantry and the lumpen-proletariat,
but in particular the proletariat, is crucial to the issue of cultural production
in contemporary Southern Africa. The
mass of the population, that is, the
subaltern classes, clearly have different class positions and socioand the

economic interests that
in

are

often

most

sharp contrast to the class positions

and socio-economic interests of the

ruling alignment of the African pettybourgeois and bureaucratic-bourgeois
or

numenklatura

classes

with

the

European settler bourgeoisie.
The

cultural

democratisation

process must be seen
the social relations

in the context of
of production,
which in turn are determined by the
development of the forces of production in the Southern African

neo-

colonial

capitalist social formation.
European settler colonialism historically determined the specificities of
economic
infrastructure,
socioeconomic
development and the
totality of relations of production
peculiar to Southern Africa. A
popular
cultural
revolution
in
Southern Africa cannot be successful-

ly imposed by the neo-colonial state
because such

a

state

is constituted of

uncomfortable

alignment of classes
positions, under the
fledgling but still superficial hegemony
of the African petty-bourgeois and
an

with distinct class

numenklatura

classes.

democratisation

cannot

Cultural
be

forced

from above

by a relatively progressive
alignment of class forces under pettybourgeois hegemony that man the institutions of the superstructure in the
Southern African neo-colonial socio-

economic formation.

•

dialectical

whereby the subaltern classes
simultaneously engaged
in
counter-hegemonic struggles against
the bourgeois Eurocentric culture,
and are adapting to the hegemonic
culture’s
ideological assumptions.
process

are

Forms of cultural

production

con-

sidered

"marginal" often reflect the
dialectical processes and contradictions that condition and stimulate the
27

with the various

Photographic Exhibition by
Biddy Partridge

photos providing

subtle

each other. But

S.

be very

Patterns

-

is

Most of the
we

photographic exhibi-

have

seen

in Harare in

the last few years, from Mozambique
as well as from a few East European
and other

countries, have largely been

put on for their documentary impact.
In her present display at the John

Boyne Gallery, photographer and
musician, Biddy Partridge, has used
various stratagems to tease patterns,

meanings and even implicit statements
from a fairly scattered array of images,
from the point of view of both time.

that the

aware

pictures

were

a

one

taken

six years apart. Some of the patterns
are thus
worrying in that they seem to

Nyamfukudza

tions that

contrast to

1983, shows two pictures
Chinamano and Mrs Zvobgo

of Mrs
striking
fairly relaxed and informal poses in
the somewhat bourgeios affluence of
their homes. The third image, below
these two, is of the careworn, almost
haunted visage of the Guru of racist
Rhodesia, Ian Smith, emerging from
the heavy, almost prison-like doors of
Parliament, dressed in a formal dark
suit and partly obscured by a black
female passer-by purposefully striding
by, oblivious to the historical relic be¬

much a manufactured thing,
imposed editorially just before display. Does this matter? Perhaps not,
but assuming that all the pictures are
for sale, it appears that one would
have to buy a whole set for the full artistic impact to be retained, a number
of individual orphan pictures would
evoke quite different responses.
So
to

a

far, all the pictures discussed rely
large extent on the content for

their effect. There are, however, a
more formal studies
exploit-

series of

ing jvariations of tone, line, form as
as light and shadow. Bricks 1, 11,
and 111, 1988 is a very successful,
detailed study of the corner of a brick
wall from different angles in almost
metallic,
silvery
brightness
of
Zimbabwe’s mid-morning winter sun-

'well

shine. It is almost difficult to believe
that the highly satisfying result was attained by straightforward undoctored

development
Banana Leaves,
at the ribbed,

of prints. Similarly,
(1987) is a close look
multi-textured broad

leaves of the banana

plant splattered
sparkling, transparent raindrops,
evoking sometimes an almost coiled
with

enfolded reference to female sexual
Ian Smith and

passer-by

organs,

sometimes

etched tattered

place and content. The photographs
taken over a ten-year period

side her. There

were

nals here

from 1978 to 1988 in Crete, South
Africa and Zimbabwe.

political a single, unblurred statement.

Perhaps the most direct and graphic

This

are contradictory sigfeminist, historical and
which refuse to cohere into

brings

juxtaposition against a stark, black
background of a ravaged, undernourished, screaming black child and
a set of three wooden AK 47s neatly
arranged against a wall. The use of
those dummy toy guns against raw,
brutal suffering introduces an ironic,
almost absurd undercurrent to the

babwean traditional kitchen shelf with

whole

utensils and

statement

about

war

would have been otherwise

which

impos-

sible.

Occasionally, however, the state, if
that is the intention, is not always so
controlled and consequently, less suecessful. Three MBs and a Passer-by,
28

with

a

us to

a

flower

matron and

a

Cretan sealed window
vase

and

(ii)

Zimbabwean

a

Cretan

one.

The

third

dominating picture entitled Sea
Goddess shows a vast middle-aged
Cretan matron with the imposing
proportions of a whale dipping herself
in the

sea.

of sharply

sun.

-

another nagging if
somewhat theoretical problem. The
exhibition is arranged in sets, underscoring the thematic intention of
revealing patterns both of similarity
and
dissimilarity. Two sets of
photographs, CretelZimbabwe (1979,
1985). I and II show (i) juxtaposition
of a highly polished and crafted Zim-

illustration of this is in the untitled

the

a row

flags drooping lazily in

The combination works

Another successful aspect of the exextent to which the

hibition is the

compositions with children

subjects
a good
many of the adult pictures have a
posed, stilted and unnatural feel.
are

the

as

natural while

most

It would be

good idea if the exsome sponsorship to
improve the quality of framing and
presentation, to allow a few more pica

hibition attracted

tures to

be

on

the exhibition

show and also to enable
to

be

seen

in

a

few

more

places. To the vast majority of

our

photographs are simply
snapshots to record the faces of
countrymen,

friends and loved ones, which is fine in

itself, but there

seems to

be very little

appreciation of photography
form,

a

as an art

situation which needs to be

changed. •
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SPORTS AND POLITICS
Cultural

Boycott - A Double Standard?

Thabo Phiri
Jomo Sono,

the ‘Black Prince’ of

South African football

angered by
imposed by the Confederation
of African Football (CAF) which
stopped him from playing in Harare
alongside other world stars in a Kick
Aids match organised by the United
Nations Agency - UNICEF.
a

was

ban

of FIFA
and
be embroiled in this con-

reluctance

The

UNICEF to

troversy was one of the factors which
led to the cancellation of the match
much to the

chagrin of soccer fans in
Zimbabwe. Sono argued that it was illogical to allow South African actors
and musicians of all races to perform
all over the world while imposing an
embargo on sportsmen and women.
He argued further that it was politically sensclc.ss for the boycott to include
black sportspersons - the very victims
of apartheid, while allowing white artists to earn their living anywhere in
What offended Sono
was

allowed to

but denied the

even more was

play in Japan

opportunity in an
African country when he wanted to
participate in a charity match and help
raise funds for a worthy cause - that
of alleviating the plight of the underprivileged children throughout the
same

compels the South African Government to spend millions of rands attempting to break a psychologically
crippling and morale-sapping sports
and cultural boycott. The rulers in
Pretoria believe that any form of conwith

tact

the

outside

is that the sports
should not be discriminatory in its application. He has
a point. For it to be effective, it has to
be all-embracing in scope even if it adversely affects those individual South
Africans whose stand against apartheid cannot be questioned.
Sono’s argument
and cultural boycott

The raison d’dtre of the

boycott is to

the world community’s disapof
the
injustice
and
anachronism of a racially stratified
society. For jt to serve its purpose it
must be rigorously enforced to ensure

express

proval

the total isolation of South Africa in

and cultural spheres.
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world

lends

legitimacy to apartheid. Consequently,
major reason for
the "multi-racialism" in sport and culthe isolation is the

tural activities that exist

today.

The

ruling party rcali.scs that crude
forms of apartheid such as segregated
sports and cultural facilities are both
unnecessary and counter-productive.
Petty apartheid serves, inter alia, to
strengthen the pro-sanctions lobby in
the

thus

west

about

what

dread

threatening to bring

South

African

whites

comprehensive

most

Makeba and others who

cal exile

are

perform freely in

can

in

pi)liti-

any part

of the world. South African cricketers,

rugby and soccer players arc confined
within their borders. There arc South
African sportsmen

and women who
play overseas, especially cricketers in
Englaiul, but their presence there is
always threatened by incessant lobbying by bodies such as the South
African Non-Raeial Olympic Clommittee (SANROC,'). .Such apparent seleetivencss is
South

a

cause

of frustration

to

African

sportspersons anil
the proponents of the boycott'
to * accusations
ol applying iloublc
standards and hypocrisy.
opens

Since

(luite correctly

independence, Zimbabwe has
Johnny Ulegg, Lucky Dube,
Stimcia, Sipho
Mabuse, Yvonne

realises that ‘multi-racialism’ in sport,
cinemas and theatres can exist without

Chaka Chaka, P. ,1. Powers, J he South
Brothers and Brenda Fasie to perform

sanctions.

economic

The

South

dismantling the legislative pillars of
apartheid that' guarantees continued
white
hegemony and
economic
privilege.
The few
must not

the

world.

sports

realisation of the need to

a

African Government

the world.

that he

It is

avoid such absolute ostracism which

gains that have been made

obscure the need to enforce

boycott with renewed vigour. This

is, however, not easy. The sports and
cultural boycott is fraught with inconsistcncies

and

double

standards.

Musicians, actors and sportspersons
in individual sports are largely unaffected while those who partake in
team

sports

bear the brunt of the

boycott.
The

^

individualism inherent

in

art

and music does not lend itself
pressure

easily to
from political groups. The

same cannot

which, by the

be said for team sports

of their orsusceptible to political
pressure
from governments and
sports-controlling bodies. While individuals like Hugh Masckela, Miriam

ganisation,

very nature

arc

allowed

in the country. The
and C.'cphas

certs

have

also

musicians

(jiuccland Con-

Simenya’s Diiwa

taken

South

African

many parts ol the world.
light of this it does seem unfair
not to allow Sono to play in 1 lararc to
raise money for tleprived children,
most of whom arc African, f^eccntly,
Yvonne C'haka Chaka performed in
Kenya despite the uncompromising
to

In the

stand

Moi’s

President

normally takes

on

('iovernment

issues related to

South Africa.

Ironically, the advocates of the
boycott find themselves in a similar
position to most of the western
countries who turn a blind eye to their
musicians and sports personalities
visiting South Africa but then bar reprcsentativc sides. A policy which

upholds
living in
the

an

same

individual’s right to earn a
of the world and at

any part

time

late South

stresses

Africa

at

the need

national

to

iso-

level
29

creates

dilemma for governments

It is often

The whites should realise that the

actors in

dilemma when it addressed the South

argued that musicians and
particular should be allowed
to perform in all parts of the world to
boost the political and cultural
crusade against white supremacy in

boycott will remain in force until
apartheid is abolished. This is the time
to tighten the screws. It is also essential for the various anti-apartheid or-

African issue at

South Africa. The

ganisations to have a clear policy on
the boycott. At the moment there are
too many grey areas and loopholes
which are exploited to circumvent the
boycott. •

a

and sports
The

authorities.

International

ference

(ICC)

London

a

the ICC

-

few

was

a

Cricket

Con-

faced with this

conference held in
months

The
strength of the non-white members of
ago.

Pakistan, India and the

forced the aristocrat administrators of this gentleman’s sport

West Indies

-

to undertake to

punish cricketers who
play and/or coach in South Africa.
This was a victory for those who felt
the cricket establishment at Lords

was

hiding behind the concept of individual liberty to perpetuate old
colonial links with their counterparts
in sunny South Africa.
The

susceptibility of team sports to
political pressures is further illustrated by the reluctance of international rugby authorities - men of a
rightwirig disposition - to sanction
matches against the Springboks.

30

only proviso is that
they should publicly take a stand
against apartheid.
The idea that

public denunciation
apartheid is sufficient to slowly
break the boycott was the major
reason for a meeting held recently between South African rugby authorities
and ANC representatives in Harare. Il
a

of

is a.measure of the effectiveness of the

boycott

in

influencing

African whites that

a

the

South

rabid racist like

rugby boss Dannie Craven should cast
prejudices and rub shoulders
with the perceived arch enemy of
aside his

Afrikanerdom

-

the ANC. But the

ANC

quickly retreated from the undertakings it had made to the rugby
authorities after the Harare meeting
was condemned by a number of antiapartheid groups.
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SAFES NEWSLETTER
The editor invites contributions and comments to the
items in this column. This SAFES Newsletter column is

provide a forum for theoretical debates on current
issues, research workshops and other academic
activities. Directors of social science research institutions,
scholars and academics are invited to send regular reports
on research in progress, seminars, conferences and
workshops.
meant to

research

SAFES Seminar Series

democratisation then democratic values could be very

effectively nurtured in society.
were

penetrating and vigorous. It was evident from the
discussions, which followed the presentation, that the
question of theoretical generalisations had been
underplayed in the paper - for instance, the question of the
positive correlation between the development of
productive forces and the level of mass struggles against
autocratic and authoritarian regimes, had not been
addressed as were major issues of class coalitions under
specific conjectures of under-development.
In our inaugural seminar Feter Anyang’ Nyong’o had
argued that societies that have undergone minimal
proletarianisation and accumulation tend to be more
accommodating to quasi-feudal and authoritarian systems,
just as those that are commercially oriented are prone to
pactologies. Nzongola-Ntalaja, in our second seminar, had
persuasively argued in favour of the great potential which
the popular masses possess in the struggle for pluralism and
democratisation. Sithole clearly rejects all this analytical
framework and places tremendous faith in the "human
factor" and the role of "individuals" either in hijacking or
enhancing the democratic processes and pluralism. There
is an alarming tendency currently to dismiss analyses that
emphasize social process. Is dialectical materialism or the
political economy approach to the study of society losing its
credibility and efficacy?
The fifth seminar will be held on 28 April, 1989, and the
topic for discussion will be "Democratisation,
Constitutionalism and Legality in Southern Africa".
SAPEM APRIL, 1989

participate in the SAFES

Southern Africa should send their paper
to the address listed below. The paper should not be more
than 25 pages
an abstract of

on

long and the authors
no more

are

requested to send

than 250 words to:

Mapopa Chipeta
SAFES Seminar Series
Mass Media House
F.O. Box MFlll

"Democracy and the One-Farty States Debate in Africa"
was the theme of the fourth seminar in our monthly seminar
programme. The seminar was based on a paper by
Frofessor Masipula Sithole of the Folitical and
Administrative Studies at the University of Zimbabwe.
Frofessor Sithole isolated two major tendencies that stifle
the democratic process in African and many other Third
World nations, namely authoritarianism based on some
atavistic perceptions projecting hegemony in African
societies hence the need for a one-party state and the one
party-one man tendency whereby leaders, once in power,
strive to insulate themselves from potential challengers.
The masses, so Sithole argued, are basically beneficiaries
of intra-elite struggles: if the elite strived for, or cherished

Reactions to most of the above observations

Scholars who would like to
Seminar Series

Mount Fleasant

Harare
Zimbabwe

Report

on

The Miners International
Congress

Federation 46th

The Miners International Federation held its 46th

Congress in Harare, March 8-10, during which numerous
issues were discussed, dealing with questions of
development in the mining industry, trade union and
human rights, South Africa and mine health and safety. The
conference was attended by delegates from Africa, Europe,
North and Latin America and Asia and international

working class organisations, notably the ICFTU, the
Southern African Trade Union Co-ordination Council

(SATUCC) and others. Numerous resolutions
condemning apartheid in South Africa, working class
repression in Latin America, deplorable working
conditions in the mining industry, trade barriers in mineral
marketing and violation of trade union and human rights
were passed at the Harare gathering of the
working class.
The Southern African Miners Federation (SAMF), with
a potential membership of over one million workers, also
submitted its report at the congress which noted that
working conditions in the mines have to undergo major
positive changes. The mining industry remains highly
monopolised by huge TNCs such as Anglo-American, De
Beers and Lonrho which work on a regional strategy
designed to keep wages low and working conditions ranking
amongst the worst in the world. Since the turn of the century
over

66,000 miners have died and

one

million workers

seriously injured in mine accidents because of poor working
conditions in South Africa alone. In addition mineworkers

develop

a plethora of occupational diseases such as TB,
silicosis, pubisis, asbestosis, pulmonary fibrosis, radiation
sickness and allergic dermitus. The greater majority of
mineworkers earn well below US$150 per month and are
thus amongst the lowest paid in the region: the struggle for
a living wage remains the most
daunting task for the
working people.
By and large the mine workforce remains
semi-proletarianised. In South Africa and Namibia 90% of

mineworkers

housed in

barrack-type single-sex
compounds, often with more than 15 persons in a room with
little

or no

are

recreational fa*cilities. Over 300,000 workers
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migrate to South Africa yearly from the neighbouring states
in the region. In keeping with the militant tradition of
mineworkers around the world, the biggest industrial
action of its kind took place in South Africa in 1988. Over
340,(KK) workers went on a 21-day strike action demanding
higher wages and better working conditions. 40,(KK) were
dismissed, 11 killed and over 5(X) injured and 6tX) arrested.
The SAMF has affiliates in South Africa
of Mineworkers, Botswana

-

National Union

Mineworkers Union,

Associated Mineworkers of Zimbabwe, Mineworkers
Union of Zambia and the Swaziland Mineworkers Union.

The Southern Africa Trade Union

Coordination Council (SATUCC) Relocates in
Malawi
The SADCC

supra-national workers organisation,

SATUCC, initially with its secretariat in Gaborone,
Botswana, has moved it-s head offices to Lilongwe in
Malawi. The relocation of SATUCC in Lilongwe is in many

baffling to most observers of the labour movement.
stewardship of Chakufwa Chihana, a long time
ICFTU operative, as the executive secretary, the role and
impact of SATUCC in coordinating working class
organi.sations has been questionable. The SATUCC’s new
host government has a long established tradition of disdain
for independent working class organisations - preferring
instead to adopt an ultra-paternalistic corporatist posture
towards labour. This position in the past three decades has
not augured well with the ICFTU, the major backer of
SATUCC. If the move by SATUCC has now been cndor.sed
by the ICFTU, which generally emphasizes technicisl,
economistic, but eccentric and conservative unionism, it
may well be an indication of the new regional strategic
scheming by the Brussel based workers organisation. The
ICFTU, it has to be noted, is heavily supported and
controlled by the alliance of the American Federation of
Labour (AFL) and the Congress for Industrial
Organisation (CIO), the two most important conservative

ways

Under the

original contribution in comparative social science research
by a scholar under forty years of age on 31st December 1990.
It can be either an unpublished manuscript of book length
or a printed book or collected works published after
December 1987.
Four copies of manuscripts typed doubled space or of
printed works should be delivered to the International
Social Science Council before 15 Marcli'1990, together with
a formal letter of application with evidence of the

candidate’s age attaehed. Work submitted will be evaluated
by the International Social Science Council with the
assistance of appropriate referee or referees.
The award will be made at the ISSC General Assembly
meeting in December 1990. Its decision is final and not
subject to appeal or revision.
The prize is US$2,000. It may be divided between two or
more applicants, should it be found difficult to adjudicate
between equally valuable works submitted.
For further enquiries, please write to;
The Secretary General
International Social Science Council
UNESCO

-

1,

rue

Miollis

75015 Paris, France.

labour movements in the world. The AFL-CIO and ICFTU

triad has been instrumental in the bastardization of the

working class movement throughout the Third Wold. Are
we witnessing similar developments in SATUCC? It is an
secret that there are virtually no unions of any
significance in Malawi except the stage-managed small and
almost ubiquitous National Union of Plantation and
Agricultural Workers - the Malawi Trade U nion Congress
executive itself is actually hand-picked by the Malawi
Congress Party National Executive Committee. The last
workers congress was held in 1964 before independence. Is
this a new form of working class conservatism?
open

Announcing ISSC Stein Rokkan Prize in
Comparative Research
Council, in conjunction
Conjunto Universitario Candido Mendes (Rio de
Janeiro) announces that the fifth Stein Rokkan Prize will
The International Social Science

with the

be awarded in December 1990.
The
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prize is intended to reward

a very

substantial and
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There’s

no

how far

telling

some

people will go to get
their delegates’
attention

at

conferences.
Understandable,- really. Once a delegate’s office knows where to contact him,
even the best speaker won’t be able to hold his attention!
The

problem with far-off conference venues, however, lies in their inaccessibility
“Shipping” delegates backwards and forwards is a time consuming and costly
exercise, and, should one of them need to get back home in a hurry, well
-

.

.

.

The Kadoma Ranch Motel is just over an hour’s drive from Harare City Centre
and we’re convinced that that, in itself is reason enough as to why the Kadoma
Ranch Motel is the ideal venue for your conference.
Of course, we could tell you about our excellent conference facilities, our
luxurious (and we really mean luxurious) accommodation and fine cuisine but every other venue you consider will probably say much the same. We would
rather have you

delighted

to see

what you’re looking for in a conference venue
just how accommodating we can be.

tell

us

-

you’ll be

Kadoma Ranch Motel

[sim
Kadoma Ranch Motel

Kadoma Ranch Motel is

The
a

Telephone Kadoma 2321/2/3/4/5

Conference Specialists

division of Art
or

write

to

Corporation Limited
P.O. Box 874, Kadoma, Harare

LONRHO, PART OF THE STRENGTH
OF ZIMRABWE
Lonrho's great strength lies in its ability to create much needed foreign
exchange, notably throu^ exports but also by way of import substitutions.
diversity of its many activities enable Lonrho to make a major impact on

The

Zimbabwe's economy.

Among the most prominent of Lonrho's currency

earners are;-

MINING IN ZIMBABWE
produces over one third of the Nation’s gold,and constant
enables the Company to look forward to increased output in the

Lonrho
investment

futufe.

THE WATTLE COMPANY LIMITED
Z$ll million exports of wattle extract and coffee.

LONBHO RANCHING OPERATIONS
58 000

prime cattle

on

six ranches

—

helping the C.S.C.’s beef export drive.

DAVID WHITEHEAD TEXTILES LTD.
Exported

over

Z$16 million worth of products in 1987

LONRHO MOTOR INDUSTRIES LTD.
agricultural tractors. Manufacturers of
vehicle components and parts.

Assemblers of commercial vehicles and

Our purpose —

self sufficiencv' in Zimbabwe through development and
improved technologV'.

LONRHO
PART OF THE STRENGTH
OF ZIMBABWE

